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I N T R O D U C T I O N

In recent years a technique using radiation sources has beer applied for

determining bone mineral content in vivo and in vitro. It is based upon

measurement of the attenuation of a photon beam by bone mineral. The tech-

nique has aroused increasing interest and the results of various investi-

gations have been published in the literature.

This bibliography represents an effort to collect and organize the litera-

ture. However, the relevant literature has been published under different

headings which makes searching difficult, and no claim of all-inclusiveness

is made. The editor invites investigators to forward reprints and summaries

of investigations in order to facilitate a more complete edition later.

An author index and a subject index follow the annotated bibliography.

The following persons have been kind enough to supply information on litera-

ture:

W. Börner, Abt* Nuklearmedizin, Med. Poliklinik der Universität Wurzburg,
W. Germany.

J.R. Cameron, Dept. Radiology, Univ. of Wisconsin Med. School, U.S.A.

C O . Henrikson, TandläkarhÖgskolan, Stockholm, Sweden.

L.H. Lanzl, Dept. Radiology, Univ. of Chicago, U.S.A.

0. Lindahl, Regionsjukhuset, Linköping, Sweden.

B. Kilsson, Allmänna sjukhuset, Malmö, Sweden.

6.W. Reed, Dept. Med. Physics, Univ. of Leeds, England.

H. Sack, Städtische Krankenanstalten, Essen, W. Germany.

D.M. Smith, Med. Center, Indiana Univ., U.S.A.

x) Address:
AB Atomenergi, Isotopservice, Studsvik, Fack, S-611 01 NYKÖPING, Sweden
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Gershon-Cohen J., Cherry N.H. Boehnke M.
Bone density studies with a gamma gage.
Radiat. Res. 8(1958)509-515

Students of nutrition long have sought for some reliable method of deter-
mining quantitatively in vivo the amount of calcium salts present in human
bones. Photometric analysis of roentgenograms has been one method which
has shown some promise. This method entails many film-processing complica-
tions. To obviate these, recourse can be taken to the use of a gamma gage
by which direct readings of bone density can be obtained. With this infor-
mation calcium content of bones then can be calculated.

Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.
Measurement of bone mineral in vivo.
Science 142 (1963) 230.

Bone mineral was determined using a radiologic absorptiometric method. The
attenuation of a low-energy beam from a well-collimated radionuclide source
(1-125 or Am-241) was measured using a collimated scintillation detector-
pulse height analyzer system. The absorption of the photon beam by bone, as
shown by this scanning method, was highly correlated with the weight of
standard sections on excised bones (r - 0.97 to 0.99). Even scans on tissue
covered cadaver forearms were highly correlated (r =0.96) with the weight
of underlying bone components and single scans on human ulnae were highly
correlated (r = 0.96) with total ulna weight. The precision (2 %) and accu-
racy (4 to 7 % error) were the highest ever demonstrated for a radiologic
method of bone determination and the large inaccuracies (more than 20 to
30 tl error) of older net hods, which used photodensitometry of radiographs,
were eliminated by the present method. Improved techniques allow even higher
precision (1 to 2 %) and accuracy (2 to 4 % ) ; therefore, the radionuclide
absorption method is potentially useful for diagnostic, clinical and norma-
tive evaluation of appendicular skeletal mineralization where older photo-
densitometric methods cannot be used.

Maze88 R.B., Cameron J.R., O'Connor R., Knutsen D.
Accuracy of bone mineral measurements
Science 145(1964)388-389.

The use of nearly monochromatic radiation (1-125) for the direct determi-
nation of bone mineral absorption in cadaver materials indicates that under-
lying bone components can be measured accurately on the flesh-covered fore-
arm. The correlation of the bone mass, determined by this scanning tech-
nique, with actual bone weight is 0.96. The method is the most accurate yet
demonstrated for bone with overlying tissue, and may prove suitable for these
studies in vivo where it has not been possible to use previous roentgeno-
logic techniques.
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Gilson A.J., Cohen M.J., Day F.
Bone density measurement by means of radioisotopic source photon attenuation.
J. Nucl. Med. 6(1965)345 (abstr.)

Gamma ray transmission is related in a known manner to the density of the
absorber, in this case the hydroxyapatite content of mineral bone. A trans-
mission factor then obviously becomes useful in detecting changes in skeletal
mineralization status.

A device based on these principles would, in fact, be similar to that used
for measuring linear x-ray absorption coefficients of elements.

In order to obtain quantitative measurements, however, the following
complicating factors must be taken into account:

1. Absorption of beam accountable to surrounding soft tissues. 2. Effect
of organic bone matrix. 3. Bone size or thickness. 4. Scatter radiation.
5. Effects of polychromatic radiation. 6. Collimation effects.

Instrumentation capable of measuring bone density in vivo to an accuracy of
1 per cent will be described.

Goodman L.S., Levin B.
In vivo measurement of bone mineral content by a transmission technique.
Symp. on low-energy x- and gamma sources and applications, Chicago, 111.,
Oct. 20-21, 1964. Proc. 1965. Ed. by P.S. Baker, M. Gerrard
(OBNL-IIC-5, p 290-294).

A preliminary investigation of a method for in vivo determination of bone
mineral content is presented. Linear transverse scans of transmission are
made across a bone for two different monoenergetic x rays. The information
so obtained can be reduced to give the Ca3<PO^)2 equivalent per centimeter
of bone. The transmission scan also yields an effective diameter of the
bone. Division of the equivalent amount of tricalcium phosphate by the dia-
meter yields an index of mineral content which has less scatter from indi-
vidual to individual than the amount alone.

Lanzl L.H., Strandjord N.M.
Radioisotopic device for measuring bone mineral.
Symp. on low-energy x- and gamma sources and applications, Chicago, 111.,
Oct. 20-21, 1964. Proc. 1965. Ed. by P.S. Baker, M. Gerrard
(ORNL-IIC-5, p 257-276).

An instrument using radioactive 1-125 was devised for nondestructive
determination of mineral changes in the skeleton by measuring the trans-
mission of a small beam of radiation emanating from 1-125 through a
single human finger bone. For small animals, the rear leg is used.
Radiographs must be used for accurately positioning the anatomical
part under consideration. Built into the unit are an automatic repo-
sitioning teature and an automatic print-out device. The absorption
coefficients of bone in vivo can bt determined to an accuracy of
1 IX, The apparatus is being used to study osteoporosis in post-
menopaosal females, including the effect of stilbesterol in decrea-
sing osteoporosis, and demineralization in experimental animals.
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Reed G.W.
Studies of Bone Mineralisation
Brit. Emp. Cancer Campaign Annual Rep*38 (I960) 489.

A new approach to the study of bone mineralisation and effective atomic number
includes the use of a fine beam of thulium-170 radiation and scintillation
spectrometric methods. Attempts are being made to relate the transmission of
two radiations of markedly different quality (e.g. thulium-170 and caesiun-137
gamma-rays) to the amount of calcified bone in the path of the beam and in this
way to make in vivo measurements of bone mineralisation.

8

Reed G.W., Atkinson P.J.

Studies of bone mineralisation
Brit. Emp. Cancer Campaign Annual Rep. 43 (1965) 465.

The possibility of measuring the degree of mineralisation of bone in vivo by
comparing the transmission of radiations of two very different energies was
mentioned in an earlier report (38th Report, p. 489). An apparatus has been
completed utilising small cylinders of the radioisotopes Caesium-137 and Ame-
ricium-241 as radiation sources (energies 660 KeV. and 60 KeV. respectively).
It is now being applied clinically to subjects in all age groups, both normals
and those in a variety of clinical states in which bone resorption is known
to be abnormal. The results so far are in accordance with increased porosity
in the older age groups and in future work it is hoped to improve the precision
of determination of bone mineralisation by this method.

Sorenson J.A., Cameron J.R.
Body composition by differential absorption by monochromatic X-rays.
Symp. on low-energy x- and gamma sources and applications, Chicago, 111
Oct. 20-21, 1964. Proc. 1965. Ed. by P.S. Baker, M. Gerrard
(ORNL-IIC-5, p 277-289).

The technique of determining the fractional composition of a two-
component system by x-ray beam-attenuation measurements was studied.
The method was tested on sodium acetate-potyethylene mixtures of
known compositions and was applied to samples of animal muscle and
fat. The results were within 3 Z of other independent determinations.
Statistical errors and the problems of nonmonochromatic X-ray sources
and scattered radiation were also examined. It was concluded that the
technique is an accurate method for quantitative determination of the
composition of the mixtures studied.
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10

Strandjord N.M., Lanzl L.H.
Iodine-125 !*>ne densi tone try.
Conf. on progress in development of methods in bone densitometry. Wash D C
March 25-27, 1965. 1966. ' '
(NASA-SP-64, p 115-126).

Use of apparatus (1-125). The measurements are expressed as linear coeffi-
cients of absorption of total bone. The total thickness of the phalanx is
easily measured. A bore of equal total diameter but with a thinner cortex
will give a lower linear coefficient of absorption. Osteomalacia bone would
also give a lower linear coefficient of absorption.

We have performed a study on postcenopausal females with and without hormone
therapy. We have followed osteoporotic patients, male and female, on hormone
therapy and have started a project to do serial measurements of patients on
cortisone therapy.

11

Strandjord N.M., Lanzl L.H.
Estrogens and postmenopausal osteoporosis.
Conf. on progress in development of methods in bone dens i tome try. Wash. D. C ,
March 25-27, 1965. 1966.
(NASA-SP-64, p 163-167X

The results of our study indicate that:

1. There is a gradual loss of bone mass with increasing age (a decrease in
the linear coefficient of absorption of total bone).

2. The linear coefficient of absorption of cortical bone is relatively un-
changed. This supports the concept that osteoporotic bone is of the same
composition as normal bone.

3. Comparison of three groups of patients postmenopausal demonstrates re-
tardation of aging (osteoporosis) in patients with exogenous estrogens.

12

Babcook S.W., Montilla J.
Quantitation of bone mineral measurement in the domestic hen.
Conf. on progress i development of methods in bone densitometry, Wash.D.C,
March 25-27, 1965. 1966.
(NASA-SP-64, p 95-102)

The measurement of bone mineral content by the Cameron-Sorenson technique
of attenuation of a mono-energetic photon beam is an accurate measure of
bone weight, or mast, that is reproducible within at least 5 Z and capable
of detecting a change in tctal body calciwn of the order of 10 Z under the
conditions of these studies.
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13

Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
The measurement of bone mineral and body composition in vivo.
Proc. of 4th Nordic Meeting on Clinical Physics. Ed. by H. Pvytila, E. Spring,
Helsinki 1966, p 37-43,

We have used measurements involving the transmission of two monoenergetic
photon beams of different energies (for example, Am-241 with 60 keV photons
and 1-125 with 27.4 keV photons) to determine the ratio of fat to muscle in
soft tissues. Laboratory prepared samples of homogeneously mixed fat and
muscle were measured by the photon transmission method and later analyzed
chemically to determine the ratio of components. The fraction of fat in the
sample was determined with an accuracy and reproducibility of _ 0.03 by the
photon transmission technique. The results on humans, for example in measuring
the relative amount of fat in the calf of the leg, were not as good probably
because of difficulties in repositioning the point being measured.

14

Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
Bone mineral measurement by improved photon absorption technique.
Conf. on progress i development of methods in bone densitometry, Wash.D.C,
March 25-27, 1965. 1966.
(NASA-SP-64, p 87-93)

The improved system can be used for in vivo scanning of such human bones
as the radius, the metacarpals, and the phalanges. The device can also be
oriented to scan in a vertical plane and can be adapted for other bones,
such as the femur, os calcis, etc. The radioactive photon source and de-
fector are mounted on a turntable at a radius of about 9 cm. The scanning
motion is obtained by driving the turntable on its circumference with a
slow speed synchronous motor through a rack and gear system. The scan path
is curved rather than linear; but the increase in the apparent width of the
bone is less than 1 % for diameters up to 2 cm.

15

Cohen M.J., Gilson A.J.
Precision methods using soft penetrating radiation for bone densitometry.
Conf. on progress in development of methods in bone densitometry, Wash. D.C.,
March 25-27, 1965. 1966.
(NASA-SP-64, p 103-114).

The capability exists to build precision instrumentation for both the ground
and flying clinical use. There is a need for a multipath. program approach
for instrumentation which ranges from the ultimate in precision instrumenta-
tion where weight and power is riot considered a limitation to the reliable
portable, flyable, light-weight equipment.
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16

Davis M.E., Strandjord N.M., Lanzl L.H.
Estrogens and the aging process.
J. Amer. Med. Ass. 196(1966)219-224.

Follow-up of postmenopausal patients who have been on long-term estrogen
replacement therapy has provided a large number of women for a prospective
study of osteoporosis. The development of new and simple instrumentation
has made it possible to evaluate bone changes easily and accurately in
serial or survey studies. Th? degree of osteoporosis is determined by the
transmission of low-energy radiation from radioactive iodine 125 through
an in vivo bone sample. The measure used here is the linear absorption
coefficient of overall bone of a phalanx. The results show that postmeno-
pausal osteoporosis is prevented or retarded by estrogen replacement
therapy as compared with an unsupplemented control group.

17

Nilsson B.E.R.
Post-traumatic Osteopenia.
Acta Orthop. Scand., Vol. 37(1966): Suppl. 91, p 55.

The mineral content of the distal end of the femur was evaluated in 116
cases of fracture of the tibial shaft. The time period elapsed after the
injury varied from one month to fourteen years. The attenuation of a photon
beam from a source of Americium-241 was measured as the beam passed from
side to side through the epicondylar area of the femur; the soft tissue
was accounted for by the use of a water phantom of the same thickness. The
following conclusions were made as regards the mineral content of the distal
end of the femur of the uninjured limb:

1. The mineral content of the mainly trabecular bone at the epicondylar
level of the femur varied between 100 and 200 mg per cc of bone.

2. The mineral content was greater in males.

3. The mineral content decreased with age, in males as a slow regression,
in females a more marked drop was noted beginning in the fifth decade
of life.

4. The mineral content was not appreciably influenced by the contralateral
injury.

18

Reed G.W.
The assessment of bone mineralisation from the relative transmission of Am-241
and Cs-137 radiations.
Phys. Med. Biol. 11(1966)174 (abstr.)

An apparatus has bsen constructed in which either of two finely collimated
beams of radiation may be directed accurately through a selected bone in the
living patient and the transmission measured with a scintillation detector
and pulse analyser. The sourses of radiation are of widely differing energy;
the one is Americium-241 and the other Caesium-137, giving effectively mono-
energetic radiation of 60 keV and 662 keV respectively. The absorption of the
Am-241 radiation is particularly sensitive to atomic number and, in bone stu-
dies, is dominated by the calcium present; the absorption of the Cs-137 radia-
tion is insensitive to atomic number and is determined by the mass of material
in the beam. Comparison of the two transmissions thus provides a measure of the
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18

calcium in the path traversed. The use of monoenergetic radiation and the re-
duction of scatter to a minimum overcome many of the difficulties inherent in
radiographic techniques applied to the measurement of bone mineralization.
The construction, performance and calibration of the apparatus are described
and its application to clinical studies outlined. In addition to its clinical
potentialities the apparatus provides a convenient and rapid method for the deter-
mination of effective atomic number (e.g. in testing the suitability of materials
as phantom constituents) and its application to the in vitro study of bone spe-
cimens in various forms is also described.

19

Smith D.M., Johnston Jr. C.C., Deiss Jr. W.P.
In vivo measurement of bone mineral.
J. Clin. Invest. 45(1966)1073-1074 (abstr.)

Continuous scans across the radius are done with a motor-driven apparatus.
A scan can be completed in approximately 30 seconds, and the scan can be
repeated over different areas of bone. A number of "normal" people are be-
ing surveyed by this technique, and the data suggest that 1) there is a de-
creased bone mass with age, 2) the width of the bone correlates well with
bone mass (r - 0.8), 3) Negroes tended to have greater bone mass than Cau-
casians with similar sized bones, and 4) there is no significant difference
in the mass of bone in the right vs. the left arm."

20

Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
A reliable measurement of bone mineral content in vivo.
J. Nucl. Med. 8(1967)268 (abstr.)

A technique for measuring bone mineral content in vivo, which is accurate
and reproducible at the 2 % level, has been developed. The technique yields
an absolute measurement of bone mineral mass per unit length of bone at the
measuring site. The determination is accomplished by measuring the transmission
by the bone of a monochromatic photon beam from a radioactive source (1-125,
27.3 keV.) A scintillation detector is used. The effects of soft tissue are
taken into account. We are presently able to measure any of the bones of the
forearm and hand, and the os calcis. Devices are being built for measure-
ments on the long bones of the leg, including the femoral neck. The accu-
racy of the technique was demonstrated by comparative ashing studies on ca-
daver bones.
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21

Henrikson C.-O.
Iodine-125 as a radiation source for odontological roentgenology.
Acta Radiol. Suppl. 269, 1967.

For the determination of the mineral content of alveolar bone, the energy
of the 1-125 source is shown to be very suitable. A device for intraoral
positioning of the source giving a narrow beam has been constructed. The
apparatus is used for measurements of the transmission of radiation through
a part of the alveolar process. A Nal(Tl) crystal with approximately 100
per cent efficiency is used as the detector. The apparatus, which is fixed
to a silver cap splint, permits reproduction of the interrelationship bet-
ween the positions of the 1-125 source, the object and the sensitive part
of the detector from one examination to another. The transmission through
an aluminium step wedge is measured before each bone mineral measurement
and the transmission through the alveolar bone is then expressed in terms
of the aluminium equivalent. A filmholder makes it possible to use films
as the detector and a roentgetogram can be obtained when a movable shielding
is removed.

The possible geometric errors within the apparatus and in the relationship
of the apparatus to the patients teeth have been investigated. These investi-
gations were performed with the help of a three demensional test object and
marks placed in the teeth of one of the patients. The photogrammetric in-
vestigation of the geometric errors shows.these to be not significantly
different from the standard errors inherent in the applied method for their
determination.

22

Judy P., Sadrzadeh-Raffii A., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.

New bone mineral scanners.
1967 ( COO-1422-10 )

A description of scanners developed to determine the bone mineral content of
humerus, femur, and as calcis is presented. The linear humerus scanner was
also used to make preliminary measurements on the tibia and fibula.

23

Sorenson J.A., Cameron J.R.
A reliable in vivo measurement of bone mineral content.
J. Bone Joint. Surg. Anier. Vol. 49A(1967)481-497. Also published as COO-1422-20.

A reliable technique for determining bone-mineral content in vivo from photon-
beam-transmission measurements has been developed. The technique is accurate
and reproducible at the 2 per cent level. The effects of soft tissue overly-
ing the bone are accounted for. The technique has been used to observe bone-
mineral-content changes of as little as 6 per cent over a six-month period.
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24

Sorenson J.A., Cameron J.R. #

Reliability of measuring changes in bone mineral content as a function of the
precision of the measurement.
1967 (COO-1422-15).

The precision of the direct photon absorption technique for determining bone
mineral content is discussed. Modifications of the mathematical model used
with this technique that will account for random sources of uncertainty in
the measurements are presented. It was assumed that measurements made by this
technique have a Gaussian distribution. An exact solution to the proposed
equation was not found; however, an approximate solution was deemed possible
through the use of tables of Gaussian functions and integrals and numerical
integration.

25

Sorenson J.A., Sadrzadeh-Raffii A., Cameron J.R.
Bone mineral content as a function of bone diameter in cortical bone.
1967 (COQ-1422-17).

The mineral content of cortical bone in the radius and humerus was measured
along with bone diameter in a series of normal subjects and in persons with
diagnosed or suspected bone demineralization. The mineral content was deter-
mined by the photon absorption technique. The bone diameter, or width, was
taken to be the distance scanned between the points at which the photon trans-
mission ratio was 70 % of its value through the soft tissue adjacent to the
bone. The uncertainty in the measurement of bone width was estimated at 2 %
(standard deviation). Data obtained on bone mineral content in normal sub-
jects and radiographically diagnosed osteoporotics are presented in tabular
and graphic form. A procedure for diagnosing low bone mineral content for
the radius is described.

26

Spring E.
A simplified method for bone mineral measurements in vivo.
Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isotop. 18(1967)709-711.

The transmission rate is measured continuously (Am-241) across the bone, and
observed with a ratemeter; the results are registered with a strip-chart re-
corder. The scale of the chart is based upon the natural logarithm of the
ratio of the transmission rate in water to the rate when the radiation in
addition crosses the bone. The content of bone mineral can be calculated with-
in a few minutes by taking out from the curve values which correspond to 1 mm
intervals across the bone. The results are reproducible to within 4 %.
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27

Witt R., Judy P., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.

Instruction manual for semi-automatic bone mineral measuring system.
1967 ( COO-1422-14 )

A semi-automatic bone mineral measuring system is described. To measure bone
mineral in vivo, the differences in transmission of a monoenergetic photon
beam (1-125) through bone tissues and soft tissues were determined. The mea-
suring system consisted of three major components: the mechanical scanner, a
spectrometer, and three output devices. The output mode of the system is de-
scribed.

28

Witt R., Sadrzadeh-Raffii A., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.

Modifications to computer program to determine bone mineral content.
1967 ( COO-1422-19 )

The following changes were made in a computer program used in the determina-
tion of bone mineral content: the program was changed from machine language
to FORTRAN 63; the input mode was modified so that data could be read from
either magnetic tape or IBM cards; and additional check was added in the I*
determination ( I* ™ photon transmission rate through soft tissue); and the
manner in which the individual scans were evaluated was changed so that each
of the scans for a given subject was evaluated completely separately. The
reasons why the changes were made and the procedures used in making the chan-
ges are outlined and discussed.

29

Bartok S.P., Witt R.M., Cameron J.R.
Radiation effects on bone mineral content.
1968 (COO-1422-35).

We were able to demonstrate that it is feasible to apply the Cameron and
Sorenson direct photon absorption technique (1-125) tc the measurement of
bone mineral of small animals. The technique has been demonstrated to be ac-
curate and reproducible. Furthermore, no immediat Ganges occurred in the
mineral content of the bones in a radiation field receiving routine thera-
peutic doses of Cs-137 Y-rays.
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30
Cameron J. R. , Mazess R.B., Sorenson J.A.
Precision and accuracy of bone mineral determination by direct photon ab-
sortiometry.
Invest. Radiol. 3(1968)141-150. Also published as COO-1422-32.

Bone mineral was determined using a radiologic absorptiometric method. The
attenuation of a low-energy beam from a wellcollimated radionuclide source
(1-125 or Am-241) was measured using a collimated scintillation detector-
pulse height analyzer system. The absorption of the photon beam by bone,
as shown by this scanning method, was highly correlated with the weight of
standard sections on excised bones (r = 0.97 to 0.99). Even scans on tis-
sue covered cadaver forearms were highly correlated (r = 0.96) with the
weight of underlying bone components and single scans on human ulnae were
highly correlated (r = 0.96) with total ulna weight. The precision (2 %)
and accuracy (4 to 7 % error) were the highest ever demonstrated for a ra-
diologic method of bone determination and the large inaccuracies (more than
20 to 30 % error) of older methods, which used photodensitometry of radio-
graphs, were eliminated by the present method. Improved techniques allow
even higher precision (1 to 2 %) and accuracy (2 to 4 Z); therefore, the
radionuclide absorption method is potentially useful for diagnostic, cli-
nical and normative evaluation of appendicular skeletal mineralization
where older photodensitometric methods cannot be used.

31

Cameron J., Sorenson J.A.
Measurement of bone mineral by the direct photon absorption method:
principles and instrumentation.
Conf. on progr. in methods of bone mineral measurement. Bethesda, U.S.A.,
Feb. 15-17, 1968.
(CONF-680211, p 253-268) Also published as COO-1422-21.

The basic principles of the technique of y radiation transmission
scanning for measurements of bone mineral content in vivo are re-
viewed. Factors that limit its present accuracy and reproducibility
to about 2 percent are discussed. Also discussed are the choice of
monoenergetic photon sources in relation to the bones to be measured,
choice of beam and detector collima tion size for a given bone, designs
of different scanning mechanisms that can scan any bone of the appen-
dicular skeleton, choice of data output modes from the scanner, and
techniques for the evaluation of the data. Methods for extending the
technique to the axial skeleton using the double photon technique are
discussed.

32

Clark J.L., Sorenson J.A.
Bone mineral measurement with a line printer output and desk-top calculator
computations.
1968 (COO-1422-27).

A program is outlined for mineral calculation.

,A
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33

Evens R.G., Pak C.Y.C., Bartter F.C., Ashburn W.
Clinical use of an in vivo measurement of bone ineral content.
Conf. on progr. in methods of bone mineral measurement.
Bethesda, U.S.A., Feb. 15-17, 1968. (CONF-680211, p 296-308).

Determinations of bone mineral content were made in normal subjects and in
patients with bone disease using photon transmission scanning methods. A
photon source (1-125-27%4 keV photon) was mechanically passed under the forearm,
which was immersed in water, and the collimated beam was counted by a 0.5 in.
by 2 mm Nal (Tl) crystal. The number of photons reaching the crystal each 0.5
sec was tabulated and an integral determination of absorption by bone mineral
was computed. The determination was made on the left radius and ulna, 4,5
inches from the metacarpalphalongeal joint» Repeat determinations, performed
on the same day aft|r repositioning the arm, were reproducible with a mean
difference of 0,2% - 1% (S.E.D.) in 50 subjects. A dog femur, embedded in lucite,
was counted 11 times during a three month period, with a 2% standard deviation.
Eight normal subjects and two patients without active bone disease had repeated
determinations, at intervals of one to ten weeks, with a mean difference of
1% - 1% (S.E.D.). Measurements were performed on patients with osteoporosis,
osteogenesis imperfecta, osteomalacia, hyperparathyroidism, hypoparathyrodism,
renal failure, and osteopetrosis with excellent correlation between bone mineral
content and clinical state. This technique was used to assess the clinical response
to various therapeutic measures in patients with bone disease, and results are
discussed.

34

Forland M., Strandjord N.M., Paloyan E., Cox A.B.
Bone density studies in primary hyperparathyroidism.
Arch. Intern. Med. 122(1968)236-240.

Low or distinctly abnormal bone density values as determined by iodine
125 bone densitometry of a middle phalanx have been found in 15 of 20
patients with primary hyperparathyroidism. Conventional radiologic tech-
niques revealed abnormalities in only four patients. A progressive de-
cline in bone density in the nine months prior to surgery was observed
in one patient and increasing bone densities were found in the three
patients studied from 12 to 22 months postsurgery. These findings con-
firm the high frequency of subclinical hone demineralization in hyper-
parathyroidism and support the sensitivity of this method for bone den-
sity evaluation.
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35

Johnston Jr. C.C.
Measurement of bone mass in the radius.
Conf. on progr. in methods of bone mineral measurement.
Bethesda, U.S.A., Feb. 15-17, 1968. (CONF-680211, p 283-296).

The method of photon transmission scanning was utilized to measure bone mass
in the human radius. Iodine-125 was used as they photon source. Scans were
performed at 3 cm from the distal end, an area of cancellous bone, and 8 cm,
an area of cortical bone. The coefficient of variation for repeated measure-
ments in a single individual was approximately 2.5%. This was confirmed by a
reliability estimate that showed that the principal source of variation was
caused by individual difference rather than instrumentation error. It was
demonstrated by this method that males have higher bone mass than females and
Negroes higher bone mass than Caucasians. A group of 157 Caucasian females of
varying age was scanned and it was found that bone mass fell signifficantly
after age 50. A smaller group of males (66) was scanned and a significant
decrease occurred after age 60. The radial bone mass was compared in the group
of women with and without lumbar vertebral collapse. A.significantly lower
figure was found in the 3 cm scans of those with fracture; however, there was
no difference at 8 cm. In a small group of post-menopausal women the bone mass
of patients on estrogen replacement (15) was compared to those on no replace-
ment (57). Those on therapy had significantly greater mass at the 3 cm scan
distance. However, no definitive conclusion can be drawn, since the bone mass
in the two groups before menopause is unknown. Other data showed that women
with post-menopausal hot-flushes have significantly higher bone mass than
those without this symptom, and these patients would be the ones treated with
estrogen.

36

Johnston C.C., Smith D.M., Yu P.L., Deiss W.P.
In vivo measurement of bone mass in the radius.
Metab. Clin. Exp. 17(1968)1140-1153.

A sensitive method for measuring bone mass in the radius is described.
It employs a monochromatic gamma source (1-125) to scan the bone. The
method is quite reproducible with a coefficient of variation of approxi-
mately 2.5 per cent. An estimate of reliability indicates that most of
the variation in a population survey is due to difference in the indivi-
duals rather than instrumentation error. Females have lower bone mass than
males and Caucasians lower than Negroes. There is a marked decrease in the
bone mass of women after age 50 and a more gradual loss in men after age
60. Scans at 3 cm from the distal end of the radius measure primarily can-
cellous bone. Patients with vertebral collapse have significantly less mass
at this site than those without collapse. Scans at 8 cm measure primarily
compact bone. The total mass measurement is useful for following individuals
over extended periods.
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37

Judy P.F., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
A description of the bone mineral content measurement with a modulation trans-
fer function.
1968 (COO-1422-38).

From fundamental geometric principals one can predict the response of a sys-
tem to a slit and from that predict the modulation transfer function (MTF).
Secondly, one can compare a measured response to a different shape, for exam-
ple a tube, with the response predicted from the measured MTF. If this MTF
description proves valid, then, from the MTF's predicted from geometric con-
sideration and from some characterization of uncertainty of measurement of
the counting rate, one might be able to consider the optimization of the col-
limation.

38

Judy P.F., Sorenson J.A., Cameron J.R.
An estimation of variance of the bone mineral content measurement.
1968 (COO-1422-37).

Calculations have been made to estimate a limiting precision for the deter-
mination of bone mineral content. Since the determination involves a direct
measurement of the number of photons, the variation of the transmitted inten-
sity can be described by the poisson probability distribution.

39

Kianian K., Sorenson J.A.
Program for bone mineral computation using General Electric time-sharing
service.
1968 (C00-1422-28).

A program for bone mineral computation is outlined.

40

Lundberg B.J., Nilsson B.E.
Osteopenia in the frozen shoulder
Clin. Orthop. 60(1968)187-191. Cf. Nord. Med. 80(1968)1292 (In Swedish).
The mineral content in the head of the humerus was measured in 74 cases of
frozen shoulder. The mineral content of the affected side was coatpared to that
of the unaffected and the difference used as a measure of osteopenia caused
by the disease.

1. Varying degrees of osteopenia were recorded in most of the cases, the ave-
ra»» loss amounting to about 50 Z

2. Osteopenia appeared fairly soon after the onset of the symptoms and could
not be demonstrated to progress for the duration of the disease.

3. When normal range of notion was attained spontaneously or because of treat-
ment, there was no sign of restoration of mineral mass, at least not within
the first years.

4. Age and sex could not be demonstrated to influence the degree of osteo-
penia in the frozen shoulder.
Osteopenia in the bead of the huaerus, whether roentgenographically visible
or not, should bt included among the characteristics of the frozen shoulder
syndrome.
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41

Mazess R.B.
Estimation of bone and skeletal weight by the direct photon absorption method.
Symp. on skeletal mineralization, Anter. Ass. of Phys. Anthropol.,
Detroit, April 24, 1968
1968 (COO-1422-30).

The direct photon absorptiometric method(1-125)for radiologic measurement
of bone was used to examine the intercorrelations among determinations at
various sites on the human ulna, radius, humerus and femur. The relation-
ships of local mineral content, determined by this scanning method, with
the weights of individual bones and of the total skeleton was also examined.
Scans on the different bones were highly inte^correlated, and correlations
were even higher for different locations on the same bone. The relative uni-
formity of local mineral content was not sufficiently high, however to al-
low specific extrapolation from single scan sites. Absorptiometric scans
were also highly correlated with the weights of the bones on which they were
made and even with the weights of other bones or of the total skeleton. The
weights of individual bones or of the entire skeleton was estimated with
only a 5 to 10 per cent error; scans at several sites improved the accuracy.
In contrast linear measurements on the bones were only moderately conflated
with local mineral content or bone weights. Absorptiometric scanning pro-
vides not only precise and accurate measures of local mineral content, but
reflects the state of the entire skeleton.

42

Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
A comparison of radiological methods for determining bone mineral content.
1968 (COO-1422-23).

There are three principal methods used for quantitative radiological eva-
luation of the extent of skeletal mineralization: a) the morphometric,
b) the photodensitometric, and c) the direct photon absorptiometric mehtods.
A comparative study was begun, and some results bearing on the first two methods
are presented.

43

Meyer 6.B., Babcock S.W., Sunde M.L:
An accurate in vivo technique for measuring bone mineral mass in chicken.
J. Nutr. 96(1968)195-205.

The purpose of this study was to adapt the Cameron Sorenson technique for
measuring bone mineral content, in vivo, in humans to chickens. Bone mine-
ral content is determined by measuring the transmission of a mo no energetic
photon beam through the right tibia (3 cm proximal from the tibia meta tar-
sal joint) with a scintillation detector. The radioactive source is 1-125,
and the mineral content is expressed as bone mass units. The correlation
between bone mass units and ash weight per centimeter bone is 0.955 for a
live chicken with no flesh equivalent present, and 0.934 when a flesh equi-
valent material is present. The bone mass determined on a thin cross sec-
tion of the bone is representative of the total mineral content of the bone.
The bone mass as determined by this system is reproducible within 3.2 Z.
Repositioning and varying the chart speed did not have an effect on bone
mass, and changing the tine constant from 0,5 to 1.0 second produced no
significant effect on bone mass. Bone weight and size are poorly correla-
ted with bone mass units. There is a poor correlation between percent bone
ash and bone mass units since bone moisture, protein, end fat content af-
fect bone ash percentage but do not change bone mass units.
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44

Nilsson B.E.
Bone densitotnetry using a single beam from a radionuclide source.
Conf. on progr. in methods of bone mineral measurement.
Bethesda, U.S.A., Feb. 15-17, 1968. (CONF-680211, p 319-328).

Post-traumatic osteopenia in the knee region following fracture of
the shaft or the tibia was studied in patients using y transmission
scanning for measurements of bone mineral content. A measuring device
was constructed, consisting of a y radiation source using Am-241 and
a scintillation detector. The bone mineral content was evaluated from
the photon attenuation in the bone of a single wide beam. Although the
method was blind as regards localization of the bone and therefore has
a relatively poor precision, the simplicity of the device offered some
advantages. Results were presented from studies of post-traumatic osteo-
penia and from bone den si tome try of the head of the humerus in cases of
frozen shoulder. Results of bone densitotnetry of the distal end of the
femur in population studies of individuals from areas with high and low
water fluoride concentrations, and from comparisons of diabetic and non-
diabetic females, were also presented.

45

Sigmon B.A.
Distribution of bone mineral in the femur.
1968 (COO-1422-31).

The direct photon absorptiometric method for radiological assessment of
bone was used to evaluate the distribution of bone mineral in primate femora.
Sex and age differences in the pattern of human femoral mineralization were
evaluated by this method, and preliminary differences between pongid and hu-
man patterns were defined.

46

Smith E.L., Clark J.L., Cameron J.R.
Remineralization of a fractured tibia.
1968. (COO-1422-25).

The subject had i spiral fracture of the right fibula and tibia. The bone
mineral content as measured with the photon absorption technique (Am-241)
increased by 27 per cent during the seven month period of the study. In
the same time the bone mineral of the left tibia increased by 5 per cent.

47

Sorenson J.A., Cameron J.R.
Comparison of 1-125, Pb-210 and Am-241 as radiation sources for bone mineral
measurement.
1968 (COO-1422-26).

1-125, Pb-210, and Am-241 are all satisfactory sources for bone mineral iwa-
surements. 1-125 is most useful on smaller bones such as the radius, the me-
tacarpals, and the calcaneus, and Am-241 for bones the size of the humerus
or larger. Pb-210 can be used for measurement on bones the size of the fibula
or larger. The disadvantage of having a lower photon yield than 1-125 or Am-241
can be overcome by using a longer measuring time. Measured mineral content is
not affected by overlying soft tissue thickness with any of these sources pro-
vided a pulse height analyzer window is used with Pb-210 and 1-125 and a lower
level discriminator with Am-241.
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48

Sorenson J.A., Cameron J., Mazess R.B.
Measurement of bone mineral by the direct photon absorption method: experi-
mental results.
Conf.on progr. in methods of bone mineral measurement. Bethesda, U.S.A.,
Feb. 15-17, 1968. (CONF-680211. p. 269-283) Also published as COO-1422-22, 1968.

Theory predicts that our method should give the mass of bone mineral per cm.
length of bone. To verify this we took excised bones, immersed them in water
to simulate the soft-tissue covering and measured them by the direct photon
absorption method. Both cortical and trabecular bone samples were used, the
latter taken from ribs. The largest bone measured was the midshaft of a humerus.
Sections of one cm. length were then removed from the measured site and ashed
for 72 hours at 600°C. The ash weight was then compared to the results of the
photon absorption measurements. The standard error of estimate is 0.04 gm/cm,
which amounts to about 2 % for the average bone size of this experiment.

Jfo vivo measurements on normal subjects repeated at about weekly or monthly
intervals over periods of several months typically have a coefficient of varia-
tion of about 2 %.

49

Sorenson J.A., Mazess R.B., Smith E.L.5 Clark J.L., Cameron J.R.
Bone mineral content and bone diameter versus age in the radius and humerus
of normal subjects.
1968 (COO-1422-29).

The relationship is shown in two tables and five figurec.

50

Strandjord N.M., Forland M., Lanzl L., Cox A.
Bone densitometry: clinical applications.
Cont. on progr. in methods of bone mineral measurement. Bethesda, U.S.A.,
Feb. 15-17, 1968. (CONF-680211, p. 308-319).

Bone density measurements made by 1-125 Y transmission scanning of a
finger phalanx and expressed as a linear coefficient of absorption
were used to study the mineral content of bones in a variety of patients.
Normal males demonstrated a decrease in bone density with advancing age.
Normal females also show diminished bone density with aging. Females
given estrogens postmenopausal (up to 25 years) demonstrated less loss
of bone with advancing age as compared to untreated females. Densito-
metry measurements were performed on 20 patients with surgically proven
hyperparathyroidism. In all but three patients the bone density was sig-
nificantly below normal. Several patients were measured postsurgical and
demonstrated a slight increase in density.

51

Witt R.M., Sorenson J.A., Cameron J.R.
An improved linear bone mineral scanner.
1968 (COO-1422-40).

The construction of a linear bone mineral scanner is discussed.
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52

Alffram P.A., Hernborg J., Nilsson B.E.R.,
The-influence of a high fluoride content in the drinking water on the bone
mineral mass in man.
Acta Orthop. Scand. 40(1969)137-142. Also Näringsforskn. 11(1967)73-76
(In Swedish).

In recentyears numerous studies have indicated a beneficial effect of fluo-
ride administration on the bone mineral mass in man. Berstein et al. (1966)
demonstrated, in a large population study, an increased bone density in sub-
jects from areas with a high fluoride content in the drinking water.
The objective of the present study was to evaluate the influence of a high
fluoride intake with the drinking water on the bone mass of the peripheral
skeleton in healthy women.

53
Binder M., Fischer J.L., Sorenson J.A.
An improved method of repositioning distal end sites on the linear bone mine-
ral scanner.
1969 (COO-1422-63).

A method for improving the precision of bone mine.al measurements at the distal
end of the radius has been developed.

54

Börner W., Grehn S., Moll E., Rauh E. 125

Messung der Absorption des Fingerknochens mit einem I-Profilscanner.
Fortschr. Geb. Röntgenstr. Nuklearmed. 110(1969)378-387.

Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit einem verbesserten Verfahren zur
Erkennung der Osteoporose. Hierzu wird ein Profilscanner mit einer 1-125-
Strahlenquelle verwendet, der die Absorption längs eines Fingerquerschnitts
in zwei Ebenen registriert.

Der Auswertung liegt ein realistisches Fingermodell zugrunde. Fur dieses
werden Serien von Absorptionskurven elektronisch berechnet, wobei Schwäch-
ungskoeffizienten und Abmessungen innerhalb der vorkommenden Grenzen variiert
werden. Die so erhaltenen Daten bilden die Grundlage fiir Diagramme, die zur
praktischen Auswertung der bei den einzelnen Patienten geschriebenen Kurven
dienen.

Die Methode ermöglicht eine getrennte Ermittlung der Schwächungskoeffizienten
fiir Compacta und Spongiosa. Unsere vorläufigen Ergebnisse (133 Patienten)
zeigen, dass fiir die Beurteilung einer Osteoporose nur der Schwächungskoeffi-
zient der Spongiosa massgebend ist. Die diagnostische Treffsicherheit diirfte
besser sein als bei den bisher bekannten Verfahren.
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55

Börner W., Grehn S., Moll E., Rauh E.
A 1-125 profile scanner for measuring bone density in the fingers.
Ger. Med. Mon., 14(1969)301-306.

An improved method for the early detection of osteoporosis is reported. A
profile scanner with a 1-125 source is used to plot the radiation absorption
across a phalanx in two directions at right angles. To obtain separate fi-
gures for the attenuation coefficients of compact and cancellous bone absorp-
tion curves were calculated with a computer from a realistic model finger.
The data thus obtained are the basis for the diagrams used for practical
evaluation. The figures contain the attenuation coefficients as a function
of the measurements. Initial results in 133 patients show that osteoporotic
and non-osteoporotic cases can be satisfactorily separated with the aid of
the linear attenuation coefficient of the cancellous bone.

56

Cameron J.R.
Summary of data on the bone mineral of the radius in normals.
1969 (COO-1422-41).

In a number of graphs and tables the data on normal individuals are presented.
All data are for whites and all measurements were made on the radius near mid-
shaft.

57

Cameron J.R., Jurist J.M., Mazess R.B.
Some physical methods of skeletal evaluation.
Symp. on hypogravic and hypodynamic environments.
French Lick., Ind., June 16, 1969 (C0O-1422-44).

Hypercalciuria, negative calcium balance, and bone loss have been reported
in hypodynamic and hypogravic environments. The loss of bone under such con-
ditions is slow, but bone weakness and extraskeletal mineral deposition could
occur with prolonged exposure. Precise and accurate measurement methods are
necessary to evaluate and control bone loss. Direct photon absorptiometry,
using monoenergetic radionuclide sources and a scintillation detector-pulse
height analyzer system, provides reliable and sensitive measurement of bone
mass. Radiographic photodensitometry is relatively imprecise, inaccurate,
and unreliable.

; 58

Cameron J.R., Jurist J.M., Sorenson J.A.
New methods of skeletal status evaluation in space flight.

j 1969 (COO-1422-43).

| Skeletal status can be evaluated from bone mineral content and bone elasti-
I city measurements. We have developed instrumentation for bone mineral measure-
; ment by monoenergetic photon absorptiometry. Bone elasticity is measured by
I- determination of the speed of sound in bone.

Comparison of absorptiotaétric mineral measurements with ash weights determined
on autopsy specimens demonstrated an accuracy of 2-3 %; the reproducibility on
living subjects over many month* is 1-2 %.
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59

Evens R.G., Pak C.Y.C., Ashburn W., Bartter F.C.
Clinical investigation in metabolic bone disease - quantitative measurement
of bone mineral.
Invest. Radiol. 4(1969)364-369.

The bone mineral content of the radius has been determined by the method
of Cameron and Sorenson in normal subjects and in patients with osteoporosis,
osteomalacia, hyperparathyroidism, hypoparathyroidism, osteogenesis imper-
fecta and recurrent renal calculi. The bone mineral content of the radius
is a clinically reproducible measurement and useful for the diagnosis and
quantification of changes in bone mineral. The mineral content of the radius
was diminished in two patients with hyperparathyroidism where routine radio-
graphs and serum alkaline phosphatase activity were normal. This measure-
ment *;as normal in patients with idiopathic hypercalciuria and recurrent
renal calculi and in the majority of patients with hypoparathyroidism.

60

Judy P.F., Cameron J.R.
A dichromatic absorption method for the measurement of bone mineral content.
1969 (COO-1422-60)

The transmission of photon beams from 1-125 and Am-241 has been used to deter-
mine the bone mineral components and soft tissue components. The report dis-
cusses the theory and some preliminary results.

61

Jurist J.M., Fischer J.L., Kianian K.
A coding system for clinical and normative studies
1969 (COO-1422-45). Cf. also COO-1422-16, COO-1422-46 and COO-1422-105.

A data recording system for bone mineral measurements is described. A listing
of the information stored and the format and coding system are presented.

62

Kianian K.
Computer programs for bone mineral calculations.
1969 (COO-1422-59).

The main purpose of this report is to familiarize those who are using our
computer programs to calculate bone mineral content.

63

Mazess R.B.
Bone and soft-tissue changes during protein-calcium restriction.
1969 (COO-1422-57).

Scans were made across the entire middle upperarm with both 1-125 and Am-241
sources. The studies »how the feasibility of tnonitoring bone and soft-tissue
alterations in nutritional studies through use of photon absorption method.
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64

Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R.
A portable unit fot determination of bone mineral content be photon absorptio-
metry.
1969 (COO-1422-56). Cf. also COO-1422-39.

A portable system has been constructed. It provides direct readout results and
bone sections can be scanned repeatedly at both slow and fast speeds.

65

Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
Body composition by absorptiometry of monoenergetic radiation.
1969 (COO-1422-55).

The use of several gamma energies for the determination of bone mineral con-
tent is discussed. A scanning method has been developed to allow determina-
tion of composition in a linear path across the middle of the upper arm. Rep-
licate scan were made on nine subjects after six-month interval.

66

Nilsson B.E.
Parity and osteoporosis.
Surg. Gynecol. Obstet. 129(1969)27-28.

The bone mineral mass was evaluated by thre<? different methods in 102
women over 45 years of age. In this sample, parity could not be demon-
strated to contribute to the production of osteoporosis, on the cont-
rary, there was a tendency towards a positive relationship between bone
mass and parity.

67

Nilsson B.E., Westlin N.E.
Osteoporosis following injury to the semilunar cartilage.
Calcif Tissue Res. 4 (1969) 185-187.

In 54 cases of ruptured medial semilunar cartilages of the knee joint the bone
mineral mass in the distal end of the femur was measured 0-5 years following re-
moval of the injured cartilage. The bone mineral mass was significiantly decrea-
sed. There was no tendency of restoration of the bone mass with time.

68

Nilsson B.E., Westlin N.E.
Muskelsvaghet och osteoporos vid meniskskador (in Swedish).
Nord.Med. 82(1969)995.

The bone mineral content was measured with a Am-241 densitometer in connection
with injuries of meniscus medialis.
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69

Preuss L.E., Kostlik L.T., Ford E.B.
Simultaneous analysis of tissue components by X and gamma rays using Cd-109.
J.Nucl.Med. 10 (1969) 366 (abstr.).

Experiments were done using 10 mCi of Cd-109, filtered for Kgi radiation and
collimated to a beam diameter of 6.3 mm. A high-resolution 2-m. Nai(Tl)
crystal with a multichannel analyzer was used to detect and provide spectro-
scopy of the x and gammaray intensities, as well as scatter of the beam. Two-
component, tissue-simulating samples, 5 cm in length, in various ratios, were
studied for differential absorption of the Cd-109 photons. Our experiments
have shown that Cd-109 can be used to analyze nondestructively a two-component
sample of low-Z material. The accuracy of this method, with the above samples
and initial intensity of 70,000 cpm was within 3 %.

70

Rassow J., Striiter H.-D.
ifber ein Verfahren zur quantitative^ Bestimmung des Mineralsalzgehaltes der
Knochen mit radioaktiven Isotopen. II. Mitteilung: Zweiisotopenmethode.
Fortschr. Geb. Röntgenstr. 111(1969)155-163.

Die grundsätzlichen Vorteile der Einisotopenmethode (I. Mitteilung) wie geome-
trische und energetische Streustrahlenelimination, gute und mathematisch er-
fassbare Genauigkeit sowie Optimierbarkeit der Messbedingungen bleiben bei
der Zweiisotopenmethode erhalten. Durch gleichartige Schwächungsmessungen mit
zwei Isotopen lässt sich die Genauigkeit der Mineralsalskonzentrationsbestimm-
ung noch steigern. Der Einfluss der Messfehler auf das Ergebnis wird berechnet
und in Diagrammen und Tabellen ubersichtlich dargestellt. Hinweise zur Mess-
technik und praktischen Durchfiihrung der beiden Isotopenmethoden sind in Form
eines Leitfadens angegeben.

71

Schuster W., Reiss K.H., Kramer K.
Quantitative Mineralsalzbestimraung am kindlichen Skelett.
Deut. Med. Wochenschr. 94(1969)1983-1987.

A method was developed for determining the concentration of mineral salts
in living bone of children, using radioactive rays and scintillation coun-
ters. Good reproducibility (± 5%) was obtained in 400 children, counting
over the distal ulna. In infancy the normal values averaged 115 mg/ml,
rising to 230 mg/ml at six to seven years. Up to the age of 14 years the
level then falls slightly to about 200 mg/ml. In florid rickets of infants
the level was under 70 mg/ml, returning towards normal within 15 days of
starting vitamin D-3. Osteoporosis associated with chronic recurrent uri-
nary tract infections was detected much earlier than by radiological exa-
mination. Similar observations were made in induced Gushing's in children
with the nephrotic syndrome. Disorders of mineralization in generalized ske-
letal disease such as deficiency rickets, vitamin-D resistant rickets,
osteogenesis imperfecta and dysostosis could be quantified by the descri-
bed method.
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72

Smith E.L., Babcock S.W., Cameron J.R.
Detection of esteoporosis by measurement of monoenergetic photon absorption.
1969 (COO-1422-67)

Fifty clinically osteoporotic women from the ages 52-97 were selected as a
study group. The ability to separate 76 % of the osteoporotics from the cont-
rol group demonstrates the discriminant value of the system.

73

fjtrüter H.-D., Rassow J.
Über ein Verfahren zur quantitativen Bestimmung des Mineralsalzgehaltes der
Knochen mit radioaktiven Isotopen. I. Mitteilung: Einisotopmethode.
Fortschr. Geb. Röntgenstr. 110(1969)499-506.

Die Möglichkeiten bisher bekannter Methoden zur Früherkennung kalzipenischer
Knochenerkrankungen werden untersucht. Am günstigsten bezüglich Aufwand und
Genauigkeit erweist sich eine neuartige Methode mit radioaktiven Isotopen und
einem Szintillationszähler als Detektor. Erstmals wird eine genaue quantita-
tive Berechnung aller Fehlereinflüsse durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse werden in
Form von Diagrammen und Tabellen dargestellt und ermöglichen ohne Rechenauf-
wand eine schnelle und genaue Orientierung über die Messgenauigkeit bei be-
liebigen Photonenenergien, Aktivitäten (Impulszahlen), Knochen- und Hautdicken.
Dadurch wird eine Optimierung möglich.

Voraussetzung für die Anwendbarkeit des Verfahrens ist ein systematischer Zu-
sammenhang von StrahlSchwächung und Mineralsalzkonzentration. Durch die Energie-
diskriminierung der Gamma-Quanten wird der Einfluss der störenden Streustrahlung
eliminiert.

74

West R.R.

Measurement of bone mineralisation by radiation absorption methods:in vivo and
in vitro studies.
Univ. Leeds, Leeds 1969 (Thesis).

Bone density is estimated in cortical and cancellous sites of the femur by mea-
suring the attenuation of monoenergetic radiation from Am-241. Comparison of
attenuation at two photon energies was less satisfactory than measurement using
one energy and a defined path length. A scanning procedure is described, in
which transmitted countrate is either displayed logarithmically for visual ins-
pection of bone thickness profiles or collected on paper tape for analysis by
computer. Parameters to describe bone density are calculated and discussed.
Results are presented for patients and normals of various ages and include se-
rial measurements during certain conditions involving metabolic change in cal-
cium level.
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75

Anon.
Specifications of photon absorptiometer for bone mineral measurements.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 291-302).

The design specifications of an absorptiometer for use in measurements of
bone minerals by dual beam y transmission scanning are discussed. The inst-
rument uses Am-241 and 1-125 as sources, a scintillation detector, and com-
puter data processing system. The collimator specification, electronic com-
ponents, and modified Fortran IV program for IBM 1800 computer are included.
The instrument gave good results when used for scanning arm or leg bones.

76

Atkinson P.J., West R.R.
Loss of skeletal calcium in lactating women.
J. Obstet. Gynecol. Brit. Coaanonw. 77(1970)555-560.

The calcium changes which occur during lactation have been measured in the
lower femoral shaft of ten subjects. Measurements were made by scanning the
leg with a photon beam from Am-241. The results obtained from the scan trace
were expressed as a "bone index" which was proportional to the bone in g. per
unit length of the femur shaft. Mineral losses varied from subject to subject
but the mean for all ten was a loss of 2*2 per cent over 100 days. The changes
were of the same order as those which were observed in metabolic balance stu-
dies during lactation. The present method provides a valuable means of measu-
ring such small bone mineral changes directly.

77

Atkinson P.J., West R.R., Parsons F.M., Reed G.W.
Loss of skeletal calcium by patients on maintenance dialysis.
Brit. Med. J. 3(1970)490-492.

Direct radiological measurements of the mineral content of femoral bone were
performed in 13 patients on maintenance dialysis. They were found to be suf-
ficintly sensitive to be used for monitoring, and it is suggested that the
technique gives more information than do calcium-balance studies.

78

Bergström J., Henrikson C O ,
Quantitative longitudinal study of alveolar bone tissue in man.
I. Changes in alveolar bone tissue following peridontal surgery as
recorded by an iodine 125 source.
J. Periodontal Res. 5(1970)237-247.

This investigation concerns the reaction of alveolar interdental tissue
to periodontal surgery as observed from radiopacity changes in the region
studied. The radiopacity of the tissue was determined with the aid of an
Iodine 125 apparatus for intraoral measurements. The radiation source is
small and the energy is 27.4 keV. The precision of the method was tested
over the period of investigation and found to be high. Seven flap opera-
tions were performed on four patients eith periodontal disease. The radio-
pacity of the alveolar tissue after operation seems to be dependent on
changes caused by the postoperative edema of the soft tissue, resulting
in an increase in radiopacity, and changes caused by mineralization pro-
cesses in the alveolar bone, A demineralization of the interdental bone
is observed from about two weeks after operation and reaching its lowest
value within six weeks after operation. Thereafter a secondary increase
in radiopacity is recorded. This is interpreted as a remineralizat ion of
the alveolar bone.
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Bjelle A.O., Nilsson B.E.
Ost*»«p^rr?is in Rheumatoid Arthritis.
Calcif. Tissue. Res. 5(1970)327-332.

In 37 women suffering from rheumatoid arthritis, the bone mass was evalua-
ted by measurements of cortical thickness in the hand, forearm and femur,
densitometry of the distal femur, and ranking of the degree of osteoporosis
in the spine. There was evidence that rheumatoid arthritis produces general
osteoporosis, particularly in conjunction with cortico-steroid therapy.

80

Börner W., Moll E., Rauh E., Reiners C.
Sensitive method for separate calculation of mineral content in cancellous
and compact bone of the finger by 1-125 profile scanner.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 169-187).

A method is presented, which allows a separate estimation of mineral density
for cancellous and compact bone. For measuring absorption across a phalanx
in two planes, a profile scanner with a 1-125 source is used. We postulated
a simplified geometrical model of the finger for calculating simulated absorp-
tion curves with a computer. The data thus obtained are the basis for diagrams
used for practical evaluation. By this sensitive method, which is in no way
affecting the patient, we tested the influence of long-term therapy with cal-
cium and fluoride on the bone mineral content. For each patient 10-13 control
measurements before, during and after therapy were carried out.

1. During 6 months calcium therapy of 1000 mg daily there was no change in
mineral bone density.

2. The administration of 27 mg fluoride daily, alone or together with 1000 mg
calcium, allows to recognize already after 1 month therapy a significant in-
crease of the attenuation coefficient for the cancellous bone. The average in-
crease was about 13 % in the first month and about 35 % within 6 months.

3. The attenuation coefficient of the compact bone shows an increase of only
6-9 % within 6 months.

4. After discontinuation of therapy, the mineral density in the spongious
bone decreases as quickly as it had increased before. By comparison the den-
sity of compact bone remains constant over a period of several months.

5. At present we cannot decide, whether fluoride alone is sufficient for the
therapy of osteoporosis. Probably this depends on a sufficient alimentary cal-
cium intake.

; 81

{ Burch W., Bloch P.
| Two wavelength techique for the measurement of bone mineral content in
I vivo.
I Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
i Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 263-271).
I
f The results of a study using dual beam y transmission scanning and dipo-
1 ta8sium hydrogen phosphate as a bone mineral substitute show that if the

mass attenuation coefficients for bone mineral are known, the mineral con-
tent per unit cross-sectional area in a two component system can be deter-
mined to within 2 percent. The two wavelength technique described used
Ra D and E (Pb-210 and Bi-210) and Am-241 with Y energies of 46.5 keV and
59.6 keV respectively as the Y sources.
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Cameron J.R.
Physical methods of monitoring bone status.
Phys.Med. Biol. 15(1970)184 (abstr.)

There are many factors which affect bone, both the mineral and organic com-
ponents. Some of these are: activity and stress, lactation nutrition, medica-
tion and disease. In addition to these factors, there are changes in the bone
with age, sex and race. A description is given of newer methods for the evalua-
tion of bone in vivo. Measurement of bone mineral using monoenergetic photon
absorptiometry has a precision and accuracy within 2 %. This technique aids in
the diagnosis of bone demineralization and also permits the evaluation of me-
dication or other types of therapy.
Measurements of bone elasticity correlate with bone strength. The development
of techniques for measurement of bone elasticity in vivo by measurement of the
resonant frequency or the speed of sound in the bone shows promise as in indi-
cator of bone quality.
These techniques are basically, harmless and can be readily applied in many cli-
nical and research studies. Normative studies and clinical applications of the-
se methods are described.

83

Colbert C , Mazess R.B., Schmidt P.B.
Bone mineral determination in vitro by radiographic photodensitometry
and direct photon absorptiometrv.
Invest. Radio!, 5 (1970) 336-340. Also published as COO-1422-95

For the first time, the accuracies of two radiologic methods for deter-
mining bone mineral content were compared under the same test conditions.
Direct photon absorptiometry at the University of Wisconsin uses a mono-
energetic radionuclide source (1-125 at 27.4 kev) with a scintillation-
detector/pulse-height analyzer system. The source and detector are passed
across the bone and changes in beam intensity are proportional to the mi-
neral content. Radiographic photodensitometry at Fels Research Institute
uses optical density measurements of the bone image on a standard radio-
graph. A microdensitometer/computer system is used for these radiographic
measurements, while the radiograph itself is made with an ordinary x-ray
machine. The error in predicting ash weight using Wisconsin absorptiometry
was 3 % while the error using the Fels method of photodensitometry was 6 %.
The accuracy of the Fels method was superior to that reported by other
workers who do not correct for background film density.

84

Colbert C , Schmidt P.B., Mazess R.B.
Bone mineral determination: a comparison of radiographic photodensitometry
and direct photon absorptiometry.
Phys. Med. Biol. 15 (1970) 372 (abstr.) Cf. COO-1422-64.

The accuracy of predicting bone mineral content was assessed using two radio-
logical methods: (1) Direct photon absorptiometry used a monoenergetic radio-
nuclide source (1-125 at 27.4 kev) with a scintillation detector-pulse height
analyser system for direct bone scans. (2) Radiographic photodensitometry
used an x-ray tube source with film as the detector; the bone image on the
radiograph was scanned with a photodensitometer-computer system. Mineral weight
of standard bone sections (n-85) was predicted with a 3 % standard error using
photon absorptiometry, and with a 6 % eror using photodensitometry. In several
subsequent experiments, correlations of ash weights with photodensitometrically
determined bone indexes have confirmed the 6 I error figure.
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Davis M.E., Lanzl L.H., Cox A.B.
Detection, prevention and retardation of menopausal osteoporosis.
Obstet. Gynecol. 36(1970)187-198.

Osteoporosis occurs in 1 of 4 postmenopausal women and is one of the
inevitable processes of aging linked to a lack of estrogen. The authors
observed the osteoporotic process by measuring the mineral content of
the phalanges, which is known to be comparable to that in bones of the
spine and pelvis, with beams of either iodine-125 or americium-241.
Osteodensitometer readings in 279 women demonstrated the protective
action of estrogen in retarding and preventing osteoporosis. The archaic
symptomatic use of estrogen is decried, as the authors espouse its inde-
finite long-term administration to prevent atrophic changes, including
osteoporosis.

86

Davis M.E., Lanzl L.H., Cox A.B.
The detection, prevention and retardation of menopausal osteoporosis.
Osteoporosis. Ed. by U.S. Barzel. Grune & Stratton, N.Y., 1970, p. 140-149,
Also published as ACRH-1000-58 and CONF-690633-1.

We have shown by means of 1-125 transmission measurements that estrogen
replacement therapy prevents or retards the rate of development of
osteoporosis in postmenopausal females. With the availability of the
modern instrumentation, investigators should be able to continue studies
of bone density in many previously unexplored areas.

87

DePuey E.G., Burdine J.A., Murphy P.
Determination of bone-mineral content using the scintillation camera (abstr.).
J.Nucl.Med. 12(1970)351-352. (abstr.).

A simplified technique was devised in which a large area of bone can be monito-
red within a single time interval using a scintillation camera with x/y loca-
tor and multimode analyzer.
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88

Donaldson C.L., Hulley, S.B., Vogel J.M., Hattner R.S., Bayers J.H.,
McMillan D.E.
Effect of prolonged bed rest on bone mineral.
Metab. Clin. Exp. 19 (1970) 1071-1034

Three healthy adult males were restricted to complete bed rest for
periods of 30-36 weeks. Urinary calcium excretion was elevated through-
out bed rest, averaging 61 mg/day above the base-line value of 193 mg/
day. Maximum urine calcium excretion occurred during the seventh week
and was 136 mg/day above the base-line value. Fecal calcium excretion
was also increased during bed rest. Sweat calcium was unchanged and re-
presented only 2 per cent of calcium output» Mean calcium balances for
the three subjects during bed rest were -202, -207, and -254 mg/day.
The measured calcium loss during the entire bed rest period averaged 4.2
per cent of the extimated total body calcium. Calcium balance became more
normal but remained negative during the three-week period of reambulation.
Phosphorus excreted in the urine and phosphorus balance patterns were si-
milar to calcium patterns. Serum calcium and phosphorus levels did not
change appreciably during bed rest, but both levels fell during reambula-
tion. Urinary hydroxyproline and pyrophosphate were mildly elevated during
bed rest and fell with reambulation. Gamma ray transmission scanning of
the os calcis revealed large losses of mineral during bed rest. The de-
creased mass in the central portion of this bone ranged from 25 per cent
to 45 per cent. Mineral reaccumulated in the central os calcis following
reambulation at a rate similar to its rate of less during bed rest. Bone
dissolution during bed rest may occur to a greater extent in weight-bearing
bones than in the remainder of the skeleton, and the process appears to be
reversible.

89

Goldsmith N.F., Margen S.
Bone mineral changes in six subjects on minimal calcium intakes and 0, 12
and 24 g protein nitrogen per day.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF.700515, p. 351-355).

We report here the preliminary results of a study of human subjects who
for 6 weeks consumed diets with close to zero calcium intakes. The urine
and fecal analyses are not yet completed, but we were able to compare our
scans (1-125) of the distal radius with densitometric analyses of the in-
termediate phalanx of the fifth digit by Professor George Vose.

While the reliability of the distal radial site as a detector of bone
mineral changes is supported by this comparison, the use of bone mineral
ratio is not.
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Horsman A., Bulusu L., Bently H.B., Nordin B.E.C.
Internal relationship between skeletal parameters in twenty-three male
skeletons.
Bone Measurement Conf. Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 365-382).

Twenty-three male skeletons were examined using X-ray densitometric met-
hods and contact radiography. The skeletal weight and volume were mea-
sured directly and the weight and weight/volume ratio used as the dependent
variables in a multiple regression analysis of linear and densitometric
measurements taken on the metacarpal, radius, ulna, femur and spine of
each skeleton. The inter-relationships between variables were compared
with those obtained in life in a group of normal male subjects.

91

Johnston J.O., Goldsmith N.F.
A clinical trial of the 1-125 isotope scanning device as a screening
method for the early detection of osteoporosis.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 340-350).

Bone mineral content was measured in 3740 individuals ranging from 30 to
70 years of age. Women comprised 61 % of the group and men 39 % of the
total, and 80 % of the group were in their 50*s. Radiography of the spine
was used to evaluate bone mineral content in 2123 individuals and 1617
were evaluated for mineral content by Y transmission scanning of the dis-
tal radius using 1-125 as the source. Results of y transmission scanning sho-
wed the highest degree of correlation with spinal osteoporosis. The data were
analyzed in relation to race (Caucasian, Negro, Oriental), sex, bone mass,
bone mineral content, and history of bone fractures.

92

Judy, P.F.
Theoretical accuracy and precision in the photon attenuation measurement
of bone mineral.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 1-21) Also published a* C00-1422-68.

The accuracy and precision of the measurement of the bone mineral
content by photon attenuation methods depend on a number of factors.
Among these factors are: photon energy; non-monochromaticity; photon
source size; source intensity; bone-source distance; and detector colli-
ination. As an example of some of these effects, theoretical calculations
using experimental beam profiles from 1-125 and Am-241 sources were made.
To obtain adequate intensity to scan with Am-241, the source has to be
larger in diameter than the 1-125 source and consequently larger detector
colUrnation has to be used. Theoretical estimates of the counting precision
were made using the Poisson probability destribution.
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Judy P.F., Beirne G.J., Cameron J.R.
The bone mineral content of the phalanx of chronic hemodialysis patients
1970 (COO-1422-80).

All patients undergoing chronic hemodialysis have bone complications
for varying severity. The bone mineral content of the phalanx of five
patients has been measured over periods of up to a year. No significant
bone changes were observed in any of the patients.

94

Judy P.F., Cameron J.R.
A dichromatic absorption method for measurement of bone mineral content
in vivo.
Phys. Med. Biol. 15 (1970) 372 (abstr.)

The bone mineral and soft tissue components through any path of the body may
be estimated by the measurement of the transmission of a pair of mono-energetic
photon beams through that path. The pair of photon beams used to date for these
studies are 27.4 kev (1-125) and 60 kev (Am-241) or 22 kev and 88 kev (Cd-109).
Collimated sources are mounted on a wheel which can reproducibly place each of
these sources in the counting position. A Nal(Tl) scintillation detector with
a 6.3 mm parallel hole collimator is permanently fixed above the counting posi-
tion. The part of the body being examined is securely and reproducibly held in
place between the source and detector, using an individually moulded holder.
The precision of this method has been determined by repeated measurements of
the midshaft of a proximal phalanx in vivo. Counting times were chosen such
that, if the only source of error had been counting statistics, the coefficient
of variation would have been 0.2 %. The actual coefficient of variation mea-
sured for 15 measurements over 6 weeks was 1 %. The major source of error was
caused by repositioning variations. The technique shows promise for the detec-
tion of small bone mineral changes.

95

Kastner J., Friedman A.M., Oltman B.G., Eckerman K.
2 4 4Cm and 145Sm-145Pm X-ray sources.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-70O515, p 274-279).

Curium-244 was tested as a source of L x rays for transmission scan-
ning of small bones for measurements of mineral content. A source was
prepared by encasing 90 mCi of Cm-244 in a brass holder with a thin
Be window. Good scans of small finger bones were not obtained using
Nal(Tl) or Si(Li) detectors. The possibility of using Sm-145 or Pm-145
as x-ray sources for transmission scanning of small bones was also in-
vestigated and preliminary data are reported.

96

Lanzl L.H., Cox A., Dobben G., et. al.
An additional system for bone densitometry study.
Bone Measurement Cocf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 33-47).

The design features of a commercially-available combined source-detector
assembly for use in Y transmission scanning of human bones for measurement
of mineral content are described. The assembly is linked to an electronics
printout assembly. Americium-241, 1-125, or other isotope y sources can be
used in the unit. The unit allows a variety of positioning of arm and leg
bones, rapid adjustment of the source-collimator system, and uses a small
scintillation detector and source shielding that keeps the radiation dose
at the surface of the unit below background levels. The unit gave good
performance during bone mineral measurements on several hundred patients
with bone demoralization diseases.
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Lee P.H., Harris W.H.
Restraint device for scanning dogs.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 422-427).

Studies on skeletal metabolism in mature dogs demanded an in vivo means
of determining changes in bone mineral content periodically over the dura-
tion of a long term. The photon scan method has proved ideal for experimental
work of this nature. The distal femur and distal tibia were scanned, pri-
marily to facilitate reproducible placement. These sites are also reasonab-
ly representative of changes occurring in long bones elsewhere in tl»e same
skeleton. A restraint device was designed and fabricated that would ensure
reproducible positioning of these two sites on dogs of various sizes. In all
cases the dogs were immobilized with a general anesthetic given intravenously,
The design of the restraint device is described.

98

Mazess R.B.
Bone mineral content in Wainwright Eskimo.
1970 (COO-1422-77). Cf. COO-1422-65.

It was shown that Eskimo children and adults have a mineral content
very similar to the values for corresponding age and sex groups of U.S
whites. Elderly Eskimos showed a lower bone mineral content than com-
parable U.S. whites.

99

Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R.
Body composition in vivo using radionuclide photon absorptiometry (abstr.).
J. Nucl. Med. 11(1970)395 (abstr.).

The relative composition of soft tissue was determined both in vitro and
in vivo using absorption measurements with one or more low-energy mono-
chromatic radionuclides (Cd-109, 1-125, Gd-153 and Am-241).

100

Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R., Miller H.
Preliminary report on a direct digital readout system for absorptiometric
determination of bone mineral content.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 22-27). Also published as COO-1422-69.
Cf. also COO-1422-100.

A portable system for absorptiometric (photon transmission) scanning
of bone mineral content was developed. The new portable system uses
analog rather than digital techniques; immediate direct digital read-
out of bone mineral content and bone width is provided. The portable
electronics system consists of a high voltage supply for the photo-
multiplier tube, preamplifier-amplifier, and single channel analyzer.
Instead of a sealer/timer, however, the analyzer output goes to a rate*
meter and then to a novel logarithmic converter-integrator unit. This
unit provides a logarithmic conversion of the ratemeter signal. An
initial adjustment is made for each bone scan to compensate for the
varying baseline level (reflecting soft-tissue absorption).
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Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
Determining body composition by radiation absorption spectro-
metry.
Nature 228 (1970) 771-772. Also published as COO-1422-87.

Am-241 and tin-filtered 1-125 sources were used. The ratio of 1-125
absorbance to that with Am-241 was used as a direct index. Long term
precision was examined on nine subjects after a six month interval.
The measurements were highly correlated with some indirect measures
of composition.

102

Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R., Sorenson J.A.
Body composition by radiation absorption at two energies.
Phys. Med. 3iol. 15 (1970) 372 (abstr.)

Relative composition of soft tissue samples and phantoms has been determined
using two low energy radionuclide sources (1-125 and Am-241) for absorption
spectrometry. Measurement accuracy ranged from 1 to 3 % in different samples.
A scanning technique using these two radionuclides was developed to measure
the amount of fat, lean-cellular material and bone mineral in human limb sec-
tion in vivo. This technique has been used in normative surveys and nutrition
studies, and was demonstrated to have relatively high precision (2 % ) . Absorp-
tiometric measures of soft tissue mass and composition were highly correlated
with indirect measures, such as arm circumference and skinfold thickness.

103

Mazess R.B., Ort M.G., Judy P.F., Mather W.E.
Absorptiometric bone mineral determination using Gd-153.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago. 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 308-312) Also published as COO-1422-71.

Gadolinium-153 appeared to be a convenient source for dichromatic scan-
ing of bones for measurement of mineral content, and the lower energy
(43 keV) was useful by itself for conventional transmission scanning of
long bones. The precision and accuracy of measurement appeared satis-
factory in preliminary experiments. The major advantage of Gd-153 is pro-
bably in measurement of larger bones or bones with substantial soft-
tissue cover. The use of this source for measurements of both mineral con-
tent and soft-tissue mass in humans and large animals is reported.

104

Mueller M.N.
Skeletal atatus in rheumatoid arthritis.
Arthritis Rheum. 13(1970)340 (äbstr.).

The bone mineral content (BM) and width (W) of the midshaft and distal end
of the left radius were measured in 26 women with ARA classic or definite
rheumatoid arthritis and age-matched noharthritic controls. Six rheumatoid
subjects had received corticosteroids (RA-S); 20 had never received steroids
(RA). BM/W at the midshaft or the distal end of the radius in the RA patients
did not differ significantly from the values of their controls. The RA-S
patients differed significantly from their controls. The average bone mass
at the midshaft was 0.51 g/sq cm compared to 0.75 g/sq cm for the controls,
a 32% difference (p < 0.03). At the distal end of the radius, steroid-trea-
ted patients had an average of 0.34 g/sq cm compared to 0.55 g/sq cm for
their controls, a difference of 38% (p < 0.03).
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Mueller M.N., Cameron J.R., Jurist J.M.
The effect of rheumatoid arthritis and corticosteroid therapy in bone.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 405-407) Also published as COO-1422-74.

The observations indicate that in this population of rheumatoid subjects,
rheumatoid arthritis does not by itself cause a loss of bone mass although
the bone "rigidity" is low for reasons which are not clear at this time.
Thus some as yet undefined quality of bone is altered by the disease and
aggravated by corticosteroid therapy. In addition, the steroid treated
rheumatoid subjects had a clear difference in mineral content in both the
distal and midshaft measurement sites.

106

Nilsson B.
Menopause and femur density.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 334-339).

In 74 healthy women the bone mass in the distal end of the femur was
studied in relation to menopause. The findings suggest that an early
menopause is associated with a small bone mass.

107

Nilsson B.E.
Radiometry of bone in vivo.
Symposium Ossium. Ed. by A.M. J e l l i f f e , B. Strickland. E. & S. Livingstone,
London 1970 p 148-150.

From the attenuation of a single beam from a gamma emitting radionuclide,
bone density data were obtained in conditions including unilateral loca-
lized osteoporosis. Although the method applied in this way has a relati-
vely poor precision, useful data could be obtained.

108

Ort M.G., Cameron J.R.

Determination of vertebral bone mineral in vivo.
1970 ( COO-1422-79 )

A method is described for the measurement of the bone mineral content of the
lumbar spinal vertebrae of man. Gadolinium-153, with photon energies of app-
roximately 43 and 100 keV, was used as a dichromatic Y source that was moun-
ted on top of a standard x-ray tube placed below a table used for routine ra-
diography. A scintillation detector with collima tor and image intensifier was
located above the table, on which the patient was carefully positioned. The
assembly may be moved vertically or horizontally. Proper setting and align-
ment of the source and collimator were essential. A dual channel analyzer was
used to separate the two photoelectric peaks from the Gd-153 source. The num-
ber of counts in each channel was counted for a fixed time at each measuring
point and the data recorded for calculations of bone mineral content based on
Y absorption coefficients.
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Payne J.T., Moore R., Wahner H. , Loken M.K.
Measurement of cortical bone thickness by radionuclide technique
J.Nucl.Med. 12(1970)455-456. (abstr.).

Using aluminum tubes and excised bones a mathematical model was developed
to determine the cortical bone thickness from graphs of the count rate
versus scan distance. The calculations agreed with the raw data within
approximately 10 % which is considered adequate and within the tolerances
necessary for reliable results.

110

Reed G.W., West R.R., Atkinson P.J.
The measurement of bone mineralization in vivo using monpenergetic
radiation.
Symposium Ossium. Ed. by A.M. Jelliffe, B. Strickland. E. & S. Linvingstone,
London 1970 p 267-269.

In the first method the transmissions of narrow beams of 60 keV radiation
from Am-241 and of 660 keV radiation from Cs-137 were measured, both being
directed along an identical path. In the second method the absorption of
the 60 keV radiation alone is combined with a measurement of overall path
length. The two methods of analyeis were applied to a series of 140 patients.
It was established that, in the femur site, the second method gave improved
reproducibility over the first, and indeed measurements on appropriate models
indicated a factor of 4 improvement in the standard deviation.

Ill

Roos B.
Bestämning av mineralinnehåll i Lumbarkotor genom mätning av transmitterad
gammastraining från två radioaktiva nuklider.
Göteborgs Univ., Göteborg 1970. (Thesis) (In Swedish).

For abstract see Rocs B. Rosengren B., Sköldborn H. (CONF -700515) below.

•Mm
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Roos B., Rosengren B., Sköldborn H.
Determination of bone mineral content in Lumbar vertebrae by a double
gamma-ra technique.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p. 243-254).

The low accuracy of radiographic methods for determination of bone mineral
content has, in recent years, caused the introduction of various methods
utilizing isotopes. These methods have two main advantages, monochromatic
radiation and constant intensity during the measurement. Methods utilizing
a single, usually soft, Y-emitting isotope have been developed for both
stationary transmission measurements and scanning procedures. Because of
the disturbing influence of the soft tissue the single Y transmission
methods are limited to the bones of the extremities. By using two Y ener-
gies it is possible to eliminate the influence of one extra attenuator,
provided it has a known effective atomic number. Assuming that many skeletal
changes become apparent more distinctly and earlier in the vertebrae, an ap-
paratus to determine the mineral content of a vertebra, preferably a lumbar
vertebra, was developed. Two separate Y energies must be measured simulta-
neously in order that the unknown amount of soft tissues in the path of the
beam can be eliminated. Since a vertebra is highly irregular in all direc-
tions it is necessary to use an integration procedure, which takes into account
several values determined along a path through the vertebra. The diameter of the
beam should include an entire vertebra. An assembly that employs a Am-241 source
and a Cs-137 source arranged so that both radiations are measured simultane-
ously is described.

113

Rose, F.A.
Precision of the Norland Instruments bone mineral analyzer.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 28-32)

The precision of one commercially-available bone mineral analyzer that
employs Y transmission scanning is discussed. This analyzer is completely
automated and utilizes analog computation and digital control techniques
to produce a final digital result of bone mineral directly in grams per
centimeter and bone width in centimeters. The machine is calibrated by
measuring a known phantom standard. Hence the absolute precision of clini-
cal measurements is determined by the variability of sequentially obtained
results. The variability of individual results as compared to the mean of
a series of measurements is discussed.

114

Schmonsees W.G., Preuss L.E.
Two photon absorptiometric analysis using Cd-109.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 272-273).

Cadmium-109 and An-241-1-125 have been evaluated for dual beam absor-
ptiometry measurements of the lipid content of soft tissue. The for-
mer offers the advantages of being 2.6 times norr sensitive to tissue
composition than I-125-Anr241 as well as producing a low energy beam
3% more intense than 1-125 filtered to equivalent roonochromicity
(99.9%). The 453 day half-life (compared to the 60 days of I-125)and
the single source of two beams further enhance cadmium's superiority.
In vitro muscle analysis has been performed, using Cd-109, with an
accuracy of 2%.
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Schrodt A.G., Schavey R.E., Kus J.E.
Features and performance characteristics of the Packard osteodensitometer.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 48-57)-

The design features of an instrument for measurements of the mineral con-
tent of human bones by y transmission scanning are described. Am-241 or
1-125 were used as they sources. The instrument may be used in all areas
of bone mineral research and provides for the attachment of many different
types of readout systems to analyze results obtained using a scintillation
detector.

116

Sigmon B.A.
Distribution of bone mineral in the femur.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 428-435).

The distribution of bone mineral in the femur conformed to a basically
similar pattern in males and females. Since the femoral diameter was
smaller in females, the bone mineral content was less than that found
for males. The lower mineral/width ratio for females indicated that they
also had less bone mineral concentration, indicative of a lower bone
density.

The greatest amount, of bone mineral in both sexes occurred in the proxi-
mal half of the shaft, the 35 to 50 % region being especially high. Dis-
tal from the midshaft the bone mineral content showed a continuous decline.
This distribution of bone mineral corresponded to the stress pattern found
for the femur. The proximal half of the femoral shaft has both the maximum
amount of stress and of bone mineral; distally from the midshaft there is
both a decline in stress and in bone mineral.

117

Smith D.M., Johnston Jr. C.C., Yu P.
Bone mass in the radius, a reflection of the axial skeleton.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (CONF-700515, p 398-404).

The radial bone mass measurement did appear to reflect the status of
the axial skeleton, in this population survey, lending support to the
use of the photon absorption technique as a valid method of measuring
bone mineral in a demineralized state such as osteoporosis.

118

Sorenson J.A.
Evaluation of radionuclide sources for transmission scanning.
Invest. Radiol. 5(1970)92-102. Cf. also COO-1422-58 and COO-1422-82.

An evaluation of radionuclide sources currently available for transmission
scanning was carried out using transmission scans of aluminum phantoms and
human subjects. Sources investigated included 1-125, Am-241, Pb-210, Tc-99m
and Cs-137. By categorizing these sources according to photon energy we
concluded that low-energy sources are useful only for thin sections or small
animal8, intermediate energy sources (40 to 80 kev) are optimal for thicker
sections which contain bony structures such as the pelvis, and that high
energy sources are optimal for thick sections with air cavities, such as the
lung, or with heavy bone structures, such as the skull.
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119

Sorenson J.A., Cameron J.R.
Measurement of bone mineral content in vivo by monochromatic radiation
absorption.
Symposium Ossium. Ed. by A.M. Jelliffe, B. Strickland. E. & S. Livingstone,
London 1970 p 151-153,

We have developed a technique capable of determining bone mineral content
in vivo from radiation transmission measurements to a high degree of accu-
racy. The measurement is not significantly affected by the overlying soft
tissue and has been used to demonstrate changes of as little as 5 per
cent taking place over a period of several months. Instrumentation has been
developed for measuring nearly all of the appendicular bones, and it is
hoped that we will be able to measure the lumbar spine in the near future.

120

Sorenson J.A., Mazess R.B.
Effects of fat on bone mineral measurements.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (C0NF-700515, p 255-262) Also published as COO-1422-75.

Errors in bone mineral measurements caused by fat in the medullary
cavity are reviewed. Calibration techniques involving phantoms con-
taining only bone mineral and muscle equivalent substances, e.g.,
hydroxyapatite and water, may be inaccurate because they do not in-
clude the fat and collagen found in real bones. As for medullary fat,
approximate corrections could be applied if cortical thickness measure-
ments (r. and r ) could be obtained, using correction curves. Calibra-
tion techniques which employ real bones, which are measured and subse-
quently ashed to determine mineral content, would already include some
correction for collagen and fat, but only in an average sense, i.e., for
bones of approximately the same size and composition as those involved
in calibration. Further corrections such as by cortical thickness mea-
surements would also be required in this case for measurements on bones
of extreme or unusual dimensions» e.g., on a bone with an extremely
thin cortex as may be found in severely demineralized individuals.

121

Strandjcrd N.M., Forland M., Lanzl L.H., Cox A.
Clinical application 1-125 bone densitometry.
Symposium Ossium. Ed. by A.M. Jelliffe, B. Strickland. E. & S. Livingstone,
London 1970 p 262-266.

Bone densitometry using 1-125 has been used clinically. It has been demon-
strated that bone density, after reaching a peak, decreased with age in
males and females. Females given supplemental oestrogens postmenopausally
have a higher bone density than untreated females of a corresponding post-
menopausal interval. Seventeen of twenty patients with hyperparathyroidism
had significantly decreased bone density as compared to normals of the same
age. This method of densitometry in several patients has been used to measure
the degree of improvement under therapy.
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122

Vogel J.M., Friedman R.J.,
Mineral content changes in the os calcis, ulna, and radius induced by
prolonged bed rests.
Bone Measurement Conf., Chicago, 111., May 22-23, 1970.
Proc. (C0NF-700515, p 408-422).

A Y transmission scanning apparatus used for measurement of mineral con-
tent of the heel bone (os calcis) is described. It consists of a rectili-
near scanner capable of performing scans across an area of bone by incre-
menting up or down after each horizontal row, and uses a 200 mCi 1-125
source held in a housing with a narrow beam collimator (1/8M) directly
opposed and 5" distant from a similarly collimated 3mm x 1.5 cm. Nal crys-
tal detector. These move synchronously and measure the beam attenuation
caused by minerals in bone in any limb placed on a stationary platform
between them. A mold is made of the subject's foot and hou&ed in a plexi-
glass box with parallel sides which, when filled with water, provides a
uniform tissue equivalence throughout the scan. Initial positioning is de-
termined by a pre-study x-ray picture. A subsequent contour display of each
scan can be compared with the x-ray picture to verify accurate reposition-
ing. Each data point, 256 per row and 16 rows per scan, is modulated in
intensity proportional to the magniude of the count information. A similar
device was constructed for scanning arm bones ( radius and ulna). Applica-
tions of the scanning device for measurements of mineral content changes
in the os calcis, radius, and ulna in patients during prolonged bed rest
are reported.

123

West R.R., Reed G.W.
The measurement of bone mineral in vivo by photon beam scanning.
Brit. J. Radiol. 43(1970)886-893.

An apparatus is described which measures the transmission of a beam of 60 keV
Y radiation from Am-241 as it is scanned across a selected site in a patient.
The transmitted count-rate is either displayed logarithmically for visual in-
spection of bone thickness profiles or collected on paper tape for analysis by
computer. Various parameters to describe bone density are defined and discussed
with particular reference to studies of the femur. The primary "bone index" de-
rived from a scan represents a mass of bone per unit length; it is particularly
useful in serial measurements and has a reproducibility of about 2 per cent.
For inter-patient comparisons an "effective bone density" (defined as bone in-
dex •£ cross-sectional area) is preferred; it shows a coefficient of variation
of about 3 per cent. The accuracy and reproducibility of these and other re-
lated parameters are discussed. The method enables account to be taken of
variations in the soft tissue attenuation consquent upon variability in
the muscle/fat ratio. Some clinical applications (which are being reported
in full elsewhere) are briefly noted.

124

Wilson C.R., Disterhoft S., Cameron J.R.
Mineral content and compressive strength of cancellous bone.
1970 (COO-1422-81).

The mineral content of the ninth and tenth thoracic vertebrae was mea-
sured using the Cameron-Sorenson technique, as well as its maximum
crushing strength. The results indicate that it is possible to estimate
the crushing stress by scanning the vertebral body in vitro.
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Witt R.M. Cameron J.R.
An improved bone standard containing dipotassium hydtogen phosphate solution
for the intercomparison of different transmission bon* scanning systems.
1970 (COO-1422-78,COO-1422-70). See also COO-1422-42.

A stable bone equivalent material was developped which can serve as a bone
reference in connection with bone mineral measurements.

126

Atkinson P.J., Reed G.W., West R.R., Hancock D.A.

Some clinical applications of the photon beam scanning technique.
Phys. Med. Biol. 16(1971)543 (abstr.)

Bone mineral content is assessed by measuring the transmission of Am-241 ra-
diation scanned across the subject's limb at the lower end of the femoral
shaft. The transmitted count rate is recorded logarithmically, thus displaying
the bone thickness profile, and also fed to paper tape for computer analysis.
Various parameters are derived, in particular a "bone index" which has proved
most useful in longitudinal studies.
The clinical applications described include studies of the loss of bone with I
ageing, changes in bone mineral associated with lactation and the monitoring of
mineral loss in chronic renal failure. The latter has been established as a routine
procedure for patients undergoing maintenance dialysis. Recently, the method has
been adapted to observe the changes resulting from rheumatoid and osteoarthritis
in two sites of the femoral shaft. This provides information about changes both
in cortical bone and in a more distal site containing a larger volume of cancel-
lous bone.

127
Chapman B.E., Martin J.H.
Bone mineral densitometry by scanning with a double gamma-ray source.
Phys.Med.Biol. 16(1971)543 (abstr.)

Bone mineral measurements have been made from attenuation data of two gamma-
ray energies during a scan across the bone. The information gives two curves
which, when integrated, give two independent measures of mineral ash weight.
Prom the comparison of the two attenuation curves, point by point, measure-
ments of mineral content can be made and the variation across the bone drawn. I
It is also possible to get some idea of the soft tissue composition, both ex- |
ternal and internal to the bone.
Careful design of the shielding and collimation of the source and detector is
essential to reduce errors from scattered radiation. The data from the scans
is collected on paper tape for direct computer analysis.

i n •
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128

Clarke K.L., Van Dyk G.
Design for a bone densitometer.
Phys. Med. Biol. 16 (1971) 708. (Abstr.).

It can be shown that, in general, absolute densities of selected volumes
within irregularly shaped objects cannot be determined by the measurement
of transmitted intensities of y~*ay beams alone. A system is described in
which both transmitted and scattered intensities from two sources, of dif-
ferent energies, can yield a sufficient number of independent equations to
permit the absolute detenrination of electron density to be made. A densito-
meter using this system has been built. Sources of Co-60 och Cs-137 are used.
Collimators define the test volume to about 1 cc. Preliminary tests show
that electron densities may be measured with an accuracy of 5 Z or better,
regardless of the geometry of the surrounding material. This may be of value
in measuring mineral loss in bone.

129

Colbert C.
Bone mineral measurement: A question of reliability of in vitro studies -
reply.
Invest. Radiol. 6(1971)226.

The precision of bone mineral determination utilizing either x-ray densi-
tometry or direct photon absorption is discussed in cinnection with a letter
to the editor by G.P. Vose (ref. 161)

130

Goldsmith N.F., Johnston J.O., Ury H., Vose G., Colbert C.
Bone-mineral estimation in normal and osteoporotic women.
J. Bone Joint Sura. 53 A (1971) 83-100.
Correction: J. Bone Joint Surg. Amer. Vol. 53A (1971) 609
Fifty-two white women, forty-eight to seventy-nine years old, diag-
nosed by spinal roentgenograms as normal or slightly, moderately,
or severely osteoporotic, were evaluated in random order by four
methods for detecting the amount of bone mineral. The mid-portion
and distal portion of the radius, examined by a 1-125 absorption
scan (Wisconsin) and the middle phalanx of the little finger exa-
mined by roentgenograms (Texas Woman's University method) were
found to be the sites and methods most likely to reflect osteopo-
rosis of the spine. These methods were rated diagnostic. Less sen-
sitive but useful for screening purposes were the background method
applied to the elbow, as well as the 1-125 scanning method and the
Texas Woman's University and the Fels roentgenographic methods
applied to the calcaneus.

The ratio of bone mineral to bone width at the mid-radius as deter-
mined by 1-125 scanning showed a significant decrease with age in
both normal and osteoporotic women; the rates of mineral loss were
1 per cent per year and 0.5 per cent per year respectively. A pro-
bable increase of the flaring of the distal end of the radius with
age was observed in the normal women.
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131

Griffiths H.J.L., D'Orsi C , Zimmerman R., Abrams H.L.
Bone mineral mass in osteoporosis and in patients with spinal cord injury.
Invest. Radiol. 6(1971)342 (afastr.).

One hundred patients with spinal cord injury had various parameters of
bone mineral estimated. Measurements were made on the distal radius with
I 125. The results suggest that cortical bone is preserved while trabe-
cul*r bone is lost.

132

Hancock D.A., Reed G.W., Atkinson P.J,, West R.R.

Soft tissue analysis by photon beam scanning.
Phys. Med. Biol. 16(1971)544 (abstr.)

Soft tissue can be analysed in terms of fat and muscle by measuring the absorption
of the 60 keV radiation of Am-24l. Using the single energy, and measuring the over-
all path length, is statistically more accurate than a double energy method using
25 and 60 keV radiations. Measurements on models of a two component soft tissue
system show that a correlation of 0.999 is obtained between the measured attenua-
tion coefficient of the system and the fractional thickness of either component
in the beam. The ctandard error of estimate for predicting thickness from the
attenuation coefficient is ±0.15 cm. The percentage by weight of either compo-
nent can also be estimated from the attenuation coefficient by assuming a li-
near relation between the two parameters. The results of measurements on post
mortem tissue samples show that this assumption is a good approximation - the
error being less than the standard deviation of the measurement. By comparison
of thigh scanning measurements vilh whole-body counting of 20 volunteers,it
was shown that the body weight and the mean attenuation coefficient of the thigh
tissues can be used to predict the whole-body potassium content. The standard
error of estimate for predicting whole-body potassium from body weight and the
thigh tissue attenuation coefficient is -5 1/2 g (about 4% of the mean potassium
value).
The analysis of bone scans is based on the assumption of uniform soft tissue
composition over the whole scan area. Nou-uniforra tissue composition has been in-
dicated in several patient scans implying a three component system and its sig-
nificance is discussed. Results calculated from these scans assuming a two-com-
ponent system, may be in error. Ways of correcting for the effect ere being inves-
tigated.

133

Henrikson CO., Julin P.

Iodine-125 apparatus for measuring changes in x-ray transmission and the thick-
ness of alveolar process.
J. Periodical. B*s. 6 (1971) 152-158.

A method has recently been described for the quantitative measurement of the
mineral content of alveolar bone in vivo with the help of an iodine-125 appa-
ratus (Bergström and Henrikson 1970). A device for the intraoral positioning of
the narrow-beam radiation source is fixed to a silver cap splint made for each
patient. The transmission of the x-rays from the radioisotope 1-125 through the
alveolar septum is measured by a scintillation crystal, Nal (Tl), and a pulse
height an&lyzcr.
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As small changes in the mineral content were often concealed by fluctuations
in the thickness of the alveolar process, e.g. postoperative swelling, an ap-
paratus for tV><> simultaneous measuring of changes in x-ray transmission and
the thickness of the alveolar process has been constructed. The radiation is
collimated by tubular diaphragms and filtered by a thin tin layer. The tubes
are used as electrical contact indicators while measuring the thickness of the
jaw.
The alveolar septum consists nainly of hydroxy apatite, water, protein and fat.
An estimation of the. mass attenuation coefficients of the components shows that
it is possible to approximate the components to hydroxy apatite and "organic
matter". It is shown that ic is possible to determine the amount of hydroxy
apatite in the region studied.

134

Horsman A., Bulusu L., Nordin B.E.C.
Prediction of skeletal weight in-vivo.
Proc. Roy Sue. Med. 64(1971)153 (abstr.).

Measurements were made by x-ray and gamma-ray densitometry. Estimates of
skeletal weight» volume and mean uensity could be made from suitable
choices of dependent variables. A linear combination of mass per unit area
on the ulna and vertebra was able to account for 82 % of the variation in
the weight of the twenty-three skeletons..

135

Horsman A., Milner R.M., Bulusu L.
Measurement of geometric and densitometric properties of second metacarpai
by X-ray and gamma-ray densitometry.
Phys.Med.Biol. 16(1971)542 (abstr.)

The relative advantages of the techniques of x-ray and gamma-ray densitometry
in the determination of the geometric and densitometric properties of the se-
cond metacarpal are discussed. Experimental evidence is presented relating the
quantities which are measurable in vivo to the real properties of the bone
which they are intended to represent, and the results of a reproducibility
study in which both techniques were applied to a group of control subjects ace
described. It is concluded that problems associated with patient movement and
the identification of the scan site are important sources of error in the mea-
surement of the second metacarpal by gamma-ray densitometry.

136

Johnston C,C, Smith D.M.
Postmenopausal Osteoporosis - £ predictable disease?
Ann. Intern. Med. 72 (19/1) 829

Bone mass was measured by the photon absorption technique in 372 Caucasian
females. Scans of the radius were performed in an area of predominantly tra-
becular bone and in an area of predominantly cortical bone. With this tech-
nique a loss of bone mass is noted after age 50 (approx. 1 %/year).

The study suggests that the increased fracture rate in osteoporosis is asso-
ciated with a group who initially have a lower bone mass, rather than an
accelerated bone loss.
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Judy P.F.
A dichromatic attenuation technique for the in vivo determination of bone
mineral content.
1971 (COO-1422-90, abstr. of thesis).

The determination of the composition of a two component substance by gamma-ray
and x-ray attenuation has been studied. The particular application investigated
was the measurement of human limbs, which were assumed to contain a bone mine-
ral component and a soft tissue component. Radionuclides (1-125, Am-24l, and
Gd-153) have been used as sources. The attenuation was measured by reproducibly
holding the limb or other objects between a collimated scintillation detector
and a source position.
The formulas used in the dichromatic attenuation technique (DAT) were derived
from simple exponential attenuation theory. The difficulties of such attenua-
tion measurements were (a) the deviation of the attenuation of the photon beams
from the exponential formulas, (b) the variation of the composition of the hu-
man tissues, and (c) the problems of repositioning the body from measurement
to measurement.
Deviation from exponential attenuation was related to the size of the photon
beams, monochromaticity of the photon beams, and the scattered radiation detected.
Of these factors the photon beam size had the most effect. The scattered radiation
was measured by examining the transmission of the photon beam as a function of
detector aperture size. Deviation of the beams from monochromaticity was evalua-
ted from the spectrum of the photon beams. The effect of the variation in the
composition of soft tissue and bone mineral was investigated. The lipid content
of soft tissue was found to decrease the estimate of bone mineral content (BMC)
0.06 g/cm2 per g/cm^ of lipid. The effects of the repositioning error could be
large, especially for irregular distributions of BMC in the bone. The BMC of the
proximal phalanx was determined with the DAT on five pa.ients undergoing chronic
hemodialysis for the treatment of chronic renal failure, one normal subject, and
a phantom. The 1-125 beam was 2 mm in diameter, and the Am-241 beam was 3 mm in
diameter. These beam sizes result in a less accurate measurement than is possib-
le with smaller beams, but also reduce the repositioning error. No changes of
BMC of the patients undergoing chronic hemodialysis was observed.

138

Judy P.F., Ort M.G., Kianian K., Mazess R.3.
Developments in the dichromatic attenuation technique for the determination
of bone mineral content in vivo.
1971 (COO-1422-97). Cf. also COO-1422-79.

Gadolinium-153 was used as the source of dichromatic photons. Measurements
of phantoms and excised bones and vertebral bodies in vivo were made.
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Kranendonk D.H., Jurist J.M.
Femoral trabecular patterns and bone mineral content.
1971 (COO-1422-107).

Radiographs of thirty-five hips internally rotated by 20° in nineteen women at
least forty-eight years old without rheumatoid arthritis were scored for the
relative degree of osteoporosis according to criteria published by Singh and
co-workers. Bone mineral concent of the radial midshaft was measured in these
women by the 1-125 photon absorptiometric method developed by Cameron and co-
workers .
No significant correlation was found between these two parameters either directly
or after correction of the bone mineral data for the ages of the subjects.
We conclude that the trabecular scoring method described by Singh and co-workers is
of little or no help in establishing the diagnosis for severity of osteoporosis.

140

Lindahl O.
Maximal kalciumbehandling vid osteoporos (in Swedish).
Sandoz Symp. Osteopeni, ed.by R. Luft, H.E. Sjöberg, Sandoz AB,
Stockholm 1970, p: 79-81.
Calcium glyconate was given in large intravenous doses over a long period as
a treatment for post-menopausal and senile osteoporosis. Remarkable subjective
improvements prompted an increase in the intensity and length of the treatment
Between 1967 and 1970 it was given to 17 patients with grave radiologically
demonstrable osteoporosis and severe symptoms. A subjective improvement was
reported by all the patients, pronounced in 11, definite in 2 and more mode-
rate in 4.
The treatment concisted in daily intravenous infusion during the daytime of
400 to 1800 ml (usually 1000 ml) of a 2 per cent water solution of calcium
glyconate with 5 per cent glucose. This regime was continued for 3 to 4 weeks.
The mean quantity of calcium supplied was 27,000 mg with a range of 9,000 to
62,000 mg.
Scanning of the gamma-ray adsorption was performed on the knee-joint or wrist
twice a week throughtout the period of treatment. At each measurement 2 to 4
values of the relative calcium content were obtained. For each patient a reg-
ression line was drawn for the change in the relative calcium content. In the
individual patients no statistically significant change was recorded because
of the dispersion for the method, but for the 17 patients considered as a
group a 12 per cent increase in the calcium content was obtained which was
significant at the 1 per cent level.

141

Mather W.E., Mazess R.B.
Bone mineral content of the Eskimos of Point Hope and Barrow: preliminary
report.
1971 (COO-1422-103).

The bone mineral content of Eskimos at Point Hope and Barrow showed the same
pattern as found earlier at Wainwright. Children followed a course of minera-
lization similar to whites. Adults had slightly lower mineral values that
whites. Elderly Eskimos, especially females, had a much lower mineral content.
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Mazess R.B.
Estimation oi bone and skeletal weight by direct photon absorptiometry

Invest. Radiol. 6(1971)52-60 and 6(1971)433. Cf. COO-1422-93.

The direct photon (1-125) absorptiometric method for radiologic measurement
of bone was used to examine the intercorrelations among determinations at
various sites on the human ulna, radius, humerus and femus. The relationships
of local mineral content, determined by this scanning method, with the weights
of individual bones and of the total skeleton were also examined. Scans on the
different bones were highly intercorrelated (r= 0.80 to 0.90), and correlation
coefficients were even higher (r= 0.90 to 0.95) for different locations on the
same bone. The relative uniformity of local mineral content was not sufficient-
ly high, however, to allow specific extrapolation from single scan sites. Absorp
tiometric scans were also highly correlated with the weights of the bones on
which they were made (r= 0.94) and with the weights of other bones (r= 0.90) or
of the total skeleton (r= 0.90). The weights of individual bones or of the en-
tire skeleton were estimated with only a 5 to 10 per cent error; scans at se-
veral sites improved the accuracy. In contrast, linear measurements on the bones
were only moderately correlated with local mineral content or bone weights.
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Mazess R.B.
Bone mineral measurement: A question of reliability of in vitro studies -
reply.
Invest. Radiol. 6(1971)226-227

The precision of bone mineral determination utilizing either x-ray densi-
tometry or direct photon absorption is discussed in connection with a letter
to the editor by G.P. Vose (ref. 161)

144

Mazess R.B.
Estimation of bone and skeletal weight by direct photon absorptiometry -
reply.
Invest. Radiol. 6(1971)433.

The precision of bone mineral determination using either x-ray densitometry
or direct photon absorption is discussed in connection with a letter to the
editor by H.E. Meema (ref. 148)
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Mazess R.B., Judy P., Cameron J.R.
New developments in bone mineral determination by direct photon absorptiometry

Phys.Med.Biol. 16(1971)160. (abstr.).

The need for uniform soft-tissue cover during bone mineral determination
was eliminated by measuring at two energy levels. This "dichromatic" tech-
nique was used with 1-125 and Am-241 (28 and 60 kev) and with Gd-153 (45 and
100 kev). This permitted measurement of bone mineral at single points, as
well as scanning of hitherto difficult areas, such as the femur or vertebrae.
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Mazess R.B., Jurist J.M., Hickey H.

? ^ w o i elferly women treated with fluorides: preliminary report.
(COO—1422~101).

A group of elderly women received 50 mg daily fluoride, in addition to a
vitimine supplement. A control group received the vitimine supplement only
Bone mineral measurements were made over a year period. There was no appa-
rent change of bone mineral in the fluoride group relative to the control
group.

147

McMillan D.R., Chapman B.E.
In vivo measurement of alveolar bone mineralization.
I. Principles and instrumentation. II. Dichromatic photon absorptiometry.
J. Dent. Res. 50(1971)1171-1172 (abstr.).

The results obtained with conventional x-rays and film are unsatisfactory.
To overcome these problems two monoenergetic photon sources were used. A
scintillation detector system replaced the film. The apparatus was calibra-
ted by use of postmortem bone specimens. The calculation of the thickness
of the attenuating alveolar bone is discussed.
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Meema H.E.
Estimation of bone and skeletal weight by direct photon absorptiometry.
Invest. Radiol. 6(1971)432.

The precision of bone mineral determination using either x-ray densitometry
or photon absorption 13 discussed in connection with a publication by
R.B. Mazess (ref. 142)

149

Mueller M.N., Jurist J.M.
Skeletal status in rheumatoid arthritis: a preliminary report.
1971 (COO-1422-108).

Bone mineral for rheumatoid subjects without prior corticosteroid treatment
are not significantly different from those of their age and sex-i^atched cont-
rols. Corticosteroid-treated rheumatoid women demonstrate significant differens
in mineral content at both diaphyseal and metaphyseal sites of the radius
relative to their controls.
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Murad T.A.
Photon absorptiometry. An approach to the study of osteoporosis in pre-
historic skeletal material.
Amer. J. Phys. Anthropol. 35(1971)289-290 (abstr.).

The application of photon absorptiometry to prehistoric populations intro-
duces a means of control over variables which are difficult for an inves-
tigator of bone mineral content in modern populations to achieve. There-
fore, new insights concerning the relationship between osteoporosis and the
aging process can result from this type of approach.
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Neumann G.K.
The assessment of skeletal age and bone mineral content in older individuals.
Amer. J. Phys. Anthropol. 35(1971)290 (abstr.).

The physiological age of two samples of 120 adult male and 54 adult female
Indian Knoll skeletons of the Archaic period was assessed on the basis of
age changes in the pubic symphysis, endocranial suture closure, and attrition
of teeth on scales, which were projected beyond their usually accepted li-
mits and checked against bone mineral content values obtained by the photon
absorptiometry 1-125 method. The values obtained by the new standards were
found to be highly correlated with both the cortical and trabecular bone mine-
ral content values. The results of the study led to a marked upward revision
of life expectancy for this prehistoric Indian population.
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Nilsson B.
Lokal osteoporos (in Swedish) Stockholm, Nov. 20, 1970
Sandoz Symp. Osteopeni, ed.by R. Luft,
H.E. Sjöberg, Sandoz AB, Stocholm 1971, p: 48-51

Numerous measurements with a Am-241 densitometer are reviewed. The bone mineral
content was followed in the distal end of the femur after fracture of the tibial
shaft, and in connection with injuries of meniscus medialis, rheumatic arthri-
tis, body activity and in cases of frozen shoulder.
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Nilsson B.E., Westlin N.E.
Bone density in athletes.
Clin. Orthop., to be published.

The bone density in the distal end of the femora was greater in male
athletes and in males who regularly participated in sports activities
than in a group of control males of the same age distribution who did
not.
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Perzigian A.J.
Gerontal osteoporotic bone loss in two prehistoric Indian populations.
Amer. J. Phys. Anthropol. 35(1971)292 (abstr.).

Osteoporotic bone loss of the radius was compared in two prehistoric
Indian populations, the Indian Knoll Archaic population of Kentucky and
the Pete Klunk Mound Group Hopewell population of Illinois. Males and
females of physiological bone ages from 20 to 70 were sampled. The bone
mineral content (mass) of each radius was measured at two sites by the
photon absorptiometric method. For the two populations both males and
females exhibited osteoporotic bone loss with age as was shown by the
negative regression slopes. Trabecular bone loss of the distal radius was
greater than cortical loss of the radial shaft for both sexes in both po-
pulations.
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Sandrik J.M., Mazess R.B., Vought C.E., Cameron J.R.
Rectilinear scanner for determination of bone mineral content.
1971 (COO-1422-96)

A rectilinear scanner and the associated electronic control unit was built for
use in the photon absorptiometric determination of bone mineral content in vivo
The apparatus is described.
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Sitzman J.C., Vought C.E., Mazess R,B.
Preliminary report on a dual photon bone mineral measuring instrument.
1971 (COO-1422-98)

Work accomplished in developing an operating breadboard of a two-
channel pulse - height analyzer is described. This breadboard is
to serve as a portion of a demonstration model of a proposal bone
mineral measuring instrument system.
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Smith D.M., Johnston C.C., Kang K.W., Winter P., Nance W.E.

In vivo bone mass measurement in human twins.
Clin.Res. 19(1971)486

To assess hereditary factors in bone mass, cortical bone mass measurements of
the right radius were determined on 24 twin pairs and 2 sets of triplets rang-
ing in age from 6 to 39. Twenty fathers and 25 mothers of the twins were stu-
died similarly. The data suggest that hereditary factors account for at least
76% of the bone mass variation observed in the twin sample when the effects of
age, race and sex are held constant.
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Smith E.L.
Effects of physical activity on bone loss.
197KCOO-1422-92, abstr. of thesis).

The purpose was to study the effects of physical activity in slowing the normal
process of osteoporosis. Thirty-nine subjects were involved and included both
sexes age fifty-five to ninety-four. The mid-shaft of the radius of all subjects
was measured during eight months.
Osteoporosis in aged women. The purpose was to define the degree of deminerali-
zation that occurs with age in the normal process of bone loss and clinical osteo-
porosis. One hundred aged female subjects were involved in the study. Fifty sub-
jects in a control group were age matched with fifty clinically osteoporotic
females. The mid-shaft of the radius was measured by absorptiometry.
Conclusions.
A, Effects of Physical Activity on Bone Loss.
Physical activity slowed and in some cases seemed to reverse the normal process
of osteoporosis*
1. Bone Mineral. The pysical activity group demonstrated a significant bone mine-
ral increase of 2.6 per cent during the eight month study, while the control
group demonstrated no bone mineral change. The physical therapy group demonstra-
ted a significant bone mineral increase of 7.8 per cent. The bone mineral change
difference between the control group and the physical activity group was not sig-
nificant, between the control group and the physical therapy group it was sig-
nificant.
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2. Bone Mineral Divided by Bone Width. The bone mineral divided by bone width
change in the control group of .5 per cent and physical therapy group of 1.7
per cent demonstrated no significant difference between T^ and T2» The physical
therapy group demonstrated a significant bone mineral divided by Hone width
increase of 7.8 per cent between T^ and T^. The bone mineral divided by bone
width change between the control group and the physical activity group was not
significant. The bone mineral divided by bone width of the physical therapy group
was significantly different than both the control and the physical activity
group.
3. Width. Bone width of the three groups remained constant throughout the eight
months study.
B. Osteoporosis in the aged women.
The normal aging process of osteoporosis can be separated from clinical osteo-
porotic.
1. Bone Mineral - The mean bone mineral content of the clinical osteoporotic
group was significantly lower than the control group.
2. Bone Mineral Divided by Bone Width. The mean bone mineral divided by bone
width was significantly lower than the control group.
3. Bone Width. The bone width of the two groups were not significantly different.
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Sorenson J.A.
Quantitation of radioactivity in vivo by external counting measurements.
1971 (COO-U22-110).

A mathematical analysis of quantitative measurements of radioactivity,
in vivo, by external gamma-ray counting, is presented. The effects of
subject thickness, and the depth, thickness and homogeneity of the source
distribution are analyzed. It is concluded that variable subject thickness
and source depth are major sources of error in quantitative in vivo measure-
ments. This error is minimized by using the geometric mean of conjugate emi-
ssion counts, corrected for subject thickness, e.g.. by transmission tech-
niques. The effects of source thickness and homogeneity are of lesser impor-
tance, but may also be accounted for by modification of the thickness correc-
tion factor.

! 160

Thompson R.C., Robinson R.A.
Detection of small changes in bone lesion by photon absorption measure-
ments of mineral content.
J. Bone Joint Surg. A53(1971)800 (abstr.).

Photon absorption measurements of bone mineral content have an accuracy
of 2 % and can detect changes much earlier than routine roentgenograms.
Defects in dried bones, animal limbs, and autopsy material were measured
to determine the smallest lesion which could be detected. Mineral changes
of 5 % were easily measured. A cortical defect of larger than 1,5 mm in
diameter could be reliably detected.
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Vose G.P.
Bone mineral measurement: A question of reliability of in vitro studies.
Invest. Radiol. 6(1971)225-226.

The precision of bone mineral determination utilizing either x-ray densitometry
or direct photon absorption is discussed in connection with a publication by
C. Colbert, R.B. Hazess and P.B. Schmidt (ref. 83)

162

Wentworth R.A., Kallfelz F.A., Hiltz F.L., Schryver H., Sheffy B., Krook L.P.
In vivo estimation of bone mineral content: A research and diagnostic tech-
nique for veterinary medecine.
Amer. J. Vet. Res. 32(1971)985-992.

An photon absorption technique was utilized to observe the effects of die-
tary concentrations of calcium on bone mineral content and to observe bone
r' ...neralization following the change from a calcium-deficient to a calcium-
..'.plete ration. With this technique it was possible to detect small changes
,n bone mineral content in a reproducible and nondestructive manner.

163

Wilson C.R.
The relationship of photon absorption measurements of bone mineral content
to bone strengths.
1971 (COO-1422-91, abstr. of thesis).

During aging bone decreases in total mass with the most obvious decrease
occurring in the axial skeleton. There is also an apparently corresponding
decrease in the structural integrity of the skeleton as seen by the increased
incidence of fracture with age. These changes occur normally but to a greater
extent in osteoporosis. The sites of greatest importance, the spine and the
femoral neck, which are mainly cancellous bone, are also the most inaccessible
for the accurate measurement of bone mineral content. Both sites show increased
incidence of fracture and definite changes in trabecular bone patterns with age.
The use of appendicular bone mineral content, measured by the direct photon
absorptiometric technique, has been investigated as a means for the evaluation
of skeletal status.
The mineral content and the maximum compress i ve strength of bone from the axial
and appendicular skeletons of 24 cadavers have been measured. It was found that
the mineral content of different sites on the same bone are highly interrelated.
The correlations between sites on different long bones or between the mineral
content of different vertebral bodies were moderate. The mineral content of
sites on the long bones were related to the mineral content of the axial ske-
leton to a lesser degree, and the associations were not sufficient to accura-
tely predict the axial mineral. There was a high degree of correlation between
the mineral content of the femoral neek and the axial skeleton. The maximum
compressive strength and the mineral content were moderately associated for
both compact and cancellous bone but there was no significant relationship
between the mineral content of the long bones and the strength of the axial
skeleton. The mineral content per unit volume of the appendicular and axial
i*teeleton decreased with age after the third decade.
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Witt R.M., Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R.
Spectral difference in commercial 1-125 photon sources.
1971 (COO-1422-99).

The influence of the gamma spectrum from 1-125 upon the measurements of bone
mineral content is discussed.

165

Henrikson C-0., Linden L-Å.

Quantitative longitudinal study of enamel.decalcification in vitro. I.A
method of recording the course of demineralisation of ground enamel sec-
tions by an iodine 125 source.
To be published.

A collimated beam of the nearly monoenergetic tin-filtered radiation from an
1-125 source strikes perpendicular to a ground enamel section. The techniques
allows replacement of the section with high geometric reproducibility. The
transmitted radiation is recorded by the help of a scintillation crystal and
and a pulse height analyser. The enamel mainly consists ^f hydroxy apatite,
protein and water. The linear attenuation coefficients of enamel, protein and
water are known as well as the approxirate ratio of protein and water. As the
thickness of the section is known, it is possible to estimate the mass of hydro-
xy apatite per unit of area. After a certain number of repeated standardized
mineralisation of the enamel section, the content of hydroxy apatite is deter-
mined. Five pairs of enamel sections are measured logitudinally at different sta-
ges of demineralisation. In the initial phase the demineralisation is rather
rapid. Enamel sections from different patients show different rate of deminera-
lisation.

166

Henrikson C-0., Sundberg C , Schmeling P.
In vivo measurement of bone mineral content by means of an automatic scanner
using the monochromatic and dichromatic attenuation technique.
To be published.

The bone mineral content is measured in vivo by means of an automatic bone
scanner working with either one of two radioisotopes as photon sources,
1-125 or I-125/Am-241. The photon beam attenuated by the bone is recordet
by a scintillation detector and the apparatus delivers a digital read out
of bone width and mineral content.
Multiple scanning with side motion between each passage is carried out to
measure the bone mineral content of the radius ulna, and calcaneus. Repea-
ted measurements of a group of normal subjects show a precision of 2 to 3
per cent. An investigation of the possible scanning area for the calcula-
tion of a representative mean value is done. In view of the recommended cli-
nical use of the method, the accuracy is estimated taking the errors during
practical work into consideration.
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Jensen H., Christiansen C , Lindbjerg F., Munck 0.

The mineral content in bone measured by means of 27.5 keV rad - .tion from 1-125.
Acta Radiol. Suppl 313, 1972, p 214-220.

The bone mineral content was determined by means of 27.5 keV r diation from
1-125. In normal subjects, the coefficient of variation based <n measurements
on calcaneus within the same day was 0.5 to 1.7 per cent, and the day to day
variation was 0.6 to 1.9 per cent. In 5 control subjects, the mineral content
in calcaneus was 44 to 55 absorption units and in 12 patients with bone disea-
ses of different origin it was 5 to 23 absorption units. The method is suited
for clinical routine use.

168

Kang K.W., Smith D.M., Johnston C.C., Nakata M., Nance W.E.

Is osteoporosis inherited?
Clin.Res. (to be published).

The genetic determinants of human bone mass have been investigated in 26 sets
of monozygotic (MZ) twins, 22 sets of dizygotic (DZ) twins and 70 parents of
these subjects. The cortical bone mineral content and width of the left radius
was measured by the photon absorption technique.
When adjusted for bone width, the mineral content remained significantly more
variable in DZ than MZ twins. In contrast, a highly significant parent-offspring
correlation in bone width was observed while the correlation of bone mineral
content was nöt significant. These two lines of evidence indicate that both
cortical bone width and mineral content have important genetic determinants.

169

Mazess R.B., Cameron J.R.
Skeletal growth in school children: maturation and bone mass.
Amer. J. Phys. Anthropol. 35(1971)399. Also published as COO-1422-88.

Skeletal growth and development was evaluated in 322 white children (age 6 to
14 years) using three different methods: (1) 1-125 photon absor^tiometry, (2)
compact bone measures on radiographs, and (3) Greulich-Pyle skeletal age from
hand-wrist radiographs. Bone mineral content, measured by photon absorptiometry,
increased at an incremental rate of about 8.5 % each year. Radiographic measures
of cmpact bone wer# imprecise, and did not accurately reflect bone mineral con-
tent. The error in -edicting mineral content from compact bone area was about
12 X, or 50 % larger than the annual increment of bone. Skeletal age was an
equally poor predictor of skeletal status (14 % error), and did not decrease
the predictive error substantially more thai did chronological age. Gross mor-
phology (height and weight) waf in fact a better predictor of bone mineral con-
tent than were skeletal age, chronological age, and radiographic morphometry.
Skeletal age deviations were correlated with deviations in body size. A bone
mineral index tfa« devised which WAS independent of body size and this index
was Alio independent of skeletal age.
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Preuss L.E., Schmonsees W.
Cd-109 for compositional analysis of soft tissue.
Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isotop 23 (1972) 9-12

Lipid and lipid-free tissue ratios have been accurately determined using
dual beam X-ray absorptiometry, with Cd-109 as the source of radiation.
Its Ag Ka doublet (22.162 and 21.988 keV) and the 87.7 keV y provide grea-
ter sensitivity for detection of tissue components (by a factor of 2.6)
than 1-125 and Am-241. Beam monochromaticity, essential for differential
absorptiometry, is simply achieved with Pd filtering. Body composition
ratios were measured with Cd-109 on in vitro animal tissue samples to an
accuracy of 2 per cent.

171

Sack H.,

Methodik und Ergebnisse einer Zweiisotopenmethode zur Bestimmung des Mineral-
sal zgehal tes im Kncchen.
Ges.f. Biomediz. Technik Stuttgart, Thieme, Stuttgart 197l(to be published)

Das von RASSOW und STRUTER (1969) theoretisch beschriebene Verfahren einer
Bestimmung der Mineral sal zkonzentrat ion im Knochen vird einem klinischen Test
unterzogen. Das Fersenbein wird nacheinander von den monoenergetisenen y-Strah-
lern 125-Jod und 241-Am durchstrahlt und die Schwächung der Impulsrate bestimmt.
Der Vorteil des Verfahrens ist, dass der Weichteilmantel rechnerisch nicht
beriicksichtigt zu werden braucht. Die Messgenauigkeit und die Reproduzierbar-
keit sind hoch, sie sind bei Einzelmessungen kleiner als 3%. Die Vorteile des
Verfahrens in dieser Hinsicht werden beschrieben. Die Normalwerte béim Erwach-
senen in verschiedenen Lebensaltern werden gezeigt, ebenso die Mittelwerten
von Untersuchungen an Kindern in verschiedenen Lebensaltern. Die Untersuchungs-
zeit pro Patient liegt bei 10 Minuten, eine nennenswerte Strahlenbelastung
tritt nicht auf.

172

Sack H., Rassow J., Striiter H-D.

Quantitative MineralsalzbestimmunRen im Skelett mit einer Zweiisotopenmethode.
Deut. RBntgenkongr. 1970, Beiheft zu Fortschr. Geb. Röntgenstr.(to be published)

, Die Frtihdiagnose von kalzipenischen Skeletterkrankungen erscheint sehr wichtig,
! da die Osteoporose dann möglicherweise gebremst werden kann. Voraussetzung ftir
j die Erfassung geringer Unterschiede der Mineralsalzkonzentration ist ein Ver-
\ fahren mit einer hohen Genauigkeit und Reproduzierbarkeit. Das von RASSOW und
; STRUTER (1969) beschriebene Verfahren wird in dieser Hinsicht kliniscb erprobt.
• Ein Gerät fUr die Durchföhrung der Untersuchungen wird beschrieben, Die theore-
| t i schen Annahmen Werden durch den praktischen Einsatz bestätigt. Zur Anwendung
: kommen die y-Strahler 125-Jod und 241-Americium, zur Bestimmung des Durchses-
| < ser» des durch st rah It en Knochen (wir nehmen das Fersenbein) wird eine Röntgen-
', aufnahme angefertigt. In Versuchen mit Knochenphantomen und simulierten ver-

r
schiedenen Weichteildicken ttberschreitet der Fehler 5% nicht. Der Mittelv«rt
aller Messungen an ge sunden Probanden im Alter zwi schen 20 und 40 Jthren liegt
bei 184 1 17 rag/ml Apatitwert. Davon abweichend sind die Zahlen von Patienten
mit gesicherter Osteoporose, die unter 140 mg/ml li«gen. Die Reproduzier-
barkeit der Ein*elmes8ung betrug 3%.
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Smith D.M., Johnston C.C, Yu P-L.
In vivo measurement of bone mass.
J. Amer. Med. Ass. 219 (1972) 325-329.

In a sensitive method for measuring both cortical and trabecular bone
mass in the radius, bone mass is determined by measuring the photon
energy absorbed by bone from a monochromatic g&mma-ray source, 1-125.
The method is quite reproducible, with a coefficient of variation of
about 2,5 X, Measurements of bone mass were performed on 169 white
women oldfr than 50 years of age who were divided into two groups:
those with (56 women) and those without collapsed vertebrae (113 women).
Measurements of both trabecular and cortical bone mass were signifi-
cantly less in the group with collapsed vertebrae. This method is cap-
able of providing objective, reproducible measurements of bone mass in
man. It appears to be a very promising tool for the study of the natural
history of diseases of demineralization and for providing data on the
response to therapy.

174

Vogel J.M., Anderson J.T.
Rectilinear transmission scanning of irregular bones for quantification of mineral
content.
J. Nucl.Med. 13 (1972) 13-18

A system which permits accurate and reproducible evaluation of bone mineral content
has been described. By utilizing the gamma absorption principle, various uncertain-
ties of the radiographic approach are eliminated. The use of automated multi-row
scanning and data handling techniques permits study of irregular bones as well as
the more regularly-shaped bones of extremities which can be studied by singieline
scans. The system's usefulness has been confirmed through its successful use in long-
term studies of bed-rest subjects.
Further studies aimed at the evaluation of remedial measures in the prevention and
treatment of disuse osteopenia are in progress.
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APPARATUS»

bone standards

detailed description of apparatus

details of equipment

error and precision

evaluation programs

mathematical models

sources, see RADIATION SOURCES
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BONE, measurement of

alveolar bone

calcaneus

carpus (also metacarpals)

femur

fibula

humerus

phalanx
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tibia

ulna

vertebra
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body activity

calcium therapy

cancer, see "tumor"

childbearing

cortisone therapy

diabetes

dialysis, see "renal disease"

diameter of bone, see "morphology"

diet

estrogens, see "hormone therapy"

fat content

fluoride intake, see "diet" .

fractures, see "injuries"

frozen shoulder syndrome

genetic factors

hormone therapy

immobilization, see "body activity"

inheritance, see "genetic factors1,1

injuries

lactation, see "childbearing"

menopause

morphology (height weight, dimensions)

parity, see "childbearing"

postmenopause, see "menopause"

pregnancy, see "childbearing,

race, see "genetic factors"

renal disease

rheumatic arthritis

rickets

sex

»ports activities, see "body activity"

surgery

therapy, see "cortisone" and "hormone"

tumor

weight of bone, see "morphology"

width of bone, see "morphology"
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BONE MINERAL MEASUREMENTS, investigation of

animals: chicken, hen

cow

dog

horse

mouse, rat

rabbit

anthropological material

hyperparathyreoidism

hypoparathyreoidism

normal bone mineral content

osteomalaci

osteopeni

osteopetrosis

osteoporosis

periodontal disease

twins, see "Bone mineral content,
genetic factors"

12, 43

103

33, 97, 162

162

31

6, 29

30, 41, 45, 141, 150, 151, 154

33, 34, 50, 59, 121

33, 59

3, 23, 34, 35, 36, 48, 49, 56,
59, 91, 121, 130, 166

10, 33, 59, 109

17, 40, 44, 107

33

1, 10, 16, 25, 33, 54, 55, 59,
71, 72, 85, 86, 91, 96, 107, 109,
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